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robert lang campbell
A wise scribe in israel

and schoolman to the saints

frederick S buchanan

radical departure from the establishment seems to come with
the territory of the west of scotland sir william wallace began his
crusade against english domination in the west and robert the
bruce earl of carrick had his roots and his strategies there too it
was in the west that the covenantersCovenanters who saw themselves like the
mormonscormonsMormons as a remnant of israel took up arms against the state
church in the seventeenth century in the eighteenth century a
group of nonconformist believers in dumfrieshireDumfrieshire the
buchanitesBuchanites caused a stir by their advocacy of unorthodox

theology and marriage practices other sons of the west include
john paul jones captain william kidd and of course robert
bums all of whom in their own way challenged the norms of their
day

As scotland entered the industrial age the common folk of the
west questioned the old attitudes and challenged the stance ofboth
state and church in their response or lack thereof to the problems
of the day out of ayrshire in 1838 came a radical critique of the
religious and political establishment charging that it was more
interested in promoting toryism or tyranny than in improving
the lives of the poor and in the west operative manufacturers
self employed weavers were suspected of being particularly

attracted to socianismsocialism the doctrine that denied the divine
nature of christ and viewed salvation in rational terms 2 robert
owens and robert dale with their utopian socialist enterprise at
new lanarkbanark further exemplify the spirit of the west of scotland in
their attempts to make the social ideals of christianity relevant to
the problems of the day

frederick S buchanan is an associate professor ofofeducationaleducational studies at the university ofutahof utah an earlier
version of this article was originally presented at the annual meeting of the mormon history association
aattheuniversityofthe university ofoxfordjuiyoxford july 1987 the author acknowledges his indebtedness to a great grandson of
robert L cambell dr dale campbell lecheminant of salt lake city for assistance in locating much
of the information relating to robert L campbells early experiences
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in april 1830 a religious revival swept through ayrshire and
renfrewshireRenfrewshire with reports of healings speaking in tongues and
other manifestations of the spirit witnessed among the poor
among women and even among children this movement was
closely related to the charismatic preaching of the reverend
edward irving and the reverend macleod campbell both minis-
ters in the established church and both subsequently disciplined for
their unorthodoxy 3 the richness of the mixture of religious enthu-
siasm social idealism and the scots bent toward rationality in
politics and religion also nurtured keir hardie who introduced
socialist ideology to the house of commons and founded the
british labor party from william wallace to keir hardie then
scotlandsScotlands west country has stirred the scottish imagination and
made scots synonymous with social change reform and chal-
lenges to the approved way

in 1847 the reverend dr robert lee moderator of the
edinburgh presbytery drew attention to another challenge to the
establishment during a debate on the need to get more money for
scottish education around 1841 he had originally been assigned
to one of the manufacturing parishes in the west of scotland
and had been appalled at the ignorance and lack of schooling
among the common people he was especially distressed that so
many were joining the mormonscormonsMormons even though the mormonscormons
preached absurdities so gross that one wondered that any man
even a hottentot could receive them and believe them and this
in the midst of the much vaunted scottish commitment to educa-
tion nothing could prove more the need for better education in
scotland said lee than the fact that so many scots were being
baptized into the faith of joe smith and were expiating the follies
of which they were then guilty at nauvoo 1I4 lees comments are
typical ofhis time and class but perhaps they tell us more about him
than about the mormonscormons he condemned the cry of credulous and
ignorant may be seen as the overly simplistic plaint of those who

were most directly challenged by the new religion compared to
traditional presbyterianism mormonism at this time was actually
a radical religion and fit admirably into the 1840s zeitgeist of scot
lands western counties renfrew lanarkbanark and ayr

among those who were duped into believing in joseph
smiths revelations were the two sons of a kilbarchanKilbarchan
renfrewshireRenfrewshire weaver alexander campbell and his wife agnes
lang but lees contention that ignorance was at the root of the
mormon success doesnt hold up when applied to the case of john
and robert campbell indeed the weavers of the west of scotland
have traditionally been viewed as among the most literate and
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radical of the scottish workers and neither john nor robert was
the ignoramus that the establishment so freely and indiscriminately
labeled mormon converts while exact details of the education they
received are slight alexander and agnes campbellsCampbelPs sons proba-
bly received a traditionally solid basic education in the local
parochialpublicparochial public schools in kilbarchanKilbarchan robert attended a college
in glasgow probably in the early 1840s at andersonsandersensAndersenssons university
on george street now the university of strathclydeStrathclyde where he
studied to become a writer or law clerk while a student there he
often took a shortcut through a cemetery that lay between his home
and the university on one such occasion he took to jumping over
the tombstones tripped and broke his arm or wrist the physician
who set it did so improperly and his arm failed to develop causing
him some difficulty in his professional work but not enough to
prevent him from making his ability to wield the pen one of his
hallmarks and an important entreeentr6e to new opportunities 5

it was perhaps at andersons university that the campbells
first heard ofmormonismmormonismof in june 1840 reuben hedlockbedlock rented
rooms at the university and held the first mormon meetings in
glasgow there after having saturated the neighborhood with hand
bills perhaps similar to the ones used by alexander wright and
samuel mulliner in their initial proselyting mission in the glasgow

6area
john campbell was apparently the first to be baptized proba-

bly in 1840 and two years later his younger brother robert
responded to the mormon message this they did in opposition to
their fathers wishes only once were they able to get him to attend
a mormon meeting with them As they walked the eight miles back
to their home it rained heavily and alexander took the soaking he
received as evidence that he was being righteously punished for
absenting himself from his own kirk 1177

when mormonism was establishing a bridgehead in scotland
in the early 1840s scottish chartism was in full bloom unlike its
english variant scottish chartism eschewed violence and advo-
cated peaceful and educational resolutions to the problems of the
day in typical scots fashion the chartists had even established
some twenty christian chartist churches in the glasgow and
paisley area by 18411841 in kilbarchanKilbarchan there were strong chartist
feelings and the 120 members of the congregation owned a
chartist hall that was used for political meetings and public
worship one chartist went so far as to claim that so intertwined
were chartist principles with original christian ideals that a person
couldnt really be a christian unless he were a chartist 8 perhaps
alexander campbells weaving occupation and its concomitant
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radical streak combined with the fact that he was not a member of
the established church he was a baptist made it easier for teenage
robert to involve himself with the chartists and their ameliorative
educative religious approach to social problem solving joining
the chartists may also have been a developmental step in moving
him away from traditional religion because on 9 august 1842 he
abandoned the chartists and joined himself to the much despised
latter day saints

he left no written account of why he found the chartists
wanting although he did address a meeting at kilbarchanbarchanKil on this
subject 9 however some tentative explanations could be suggested
given what we know of campbell and the chartists chartism in
scotland as has been noted took on a decidedly religious aura and
an attempt was made to organize the scottish chartist churches on
a national basis but this failed to materialize and local congre-
gations were essentially autonomous in matters of doctrine and
practice however even christian chartism was essentially a
political social movement and the religious aspect was a second-
ary consideration a means to the end of achieving certain social
goals with minimum concern for the ultimate questions of salvation
in the next world 10 for a young person concerned about his future
state with a disposition toward a literal interpretation of scripture
and a need to have direction from those in authority there was
perhaps in christian chartism a lack of universal religious author-
ity and a lack of emphasis on spiritual aspects of salvation there
was also some disputation over the calling of certain persons to be
ministers who were not fitted for that calling which may have made
young campbell wonder about the scriptural authenticity of the
movement not to be discounted either is the fact that chartism
peaked in 1842 and began its slide into oblivion by the end of the
decade in the final analysis however perhaps campbell best sums
up the reason for leaving the chartists of kilbarchanKilbarchan when he
records simply that at eighteen he was convinced of the truth of the
fullness of the everlasting gospel being again sent to man by priest
john craig and was bom again on the 9thath day of august 1842 11

he accepted wholeheartedly and without question the unambigu-
ous message of the handbillshandbills distributed in the glasgow area by the
early mormon missionaries

mormonism surely answered the questions of authority with
precision and there was certainly no equivocation on the proper
beliefs and practices to be followed having set his hand to the
plough campbell apparently never gave chartism another
thought six days after his baptism he attended an LDS conference
in glasgow where he was confirmed a member of the church in the
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presence of apostle parley P pratt there was a portent in that for
in the next thirty two years much of campbells life was spent in
the company of the first echelon leaders of the church like the clan
campbell of argyll he always seemed to be at the right place at the
right time and was always without hesitation willing to serve those
whom he regarded as his superiors

ifhe had any lingering doubts about the strength of mormon-
ism compared to the christian chartist church at kilbarchanKilbarchan they
must have evaporated as he listened to elder pratt at this particular
conference in glasgow parley P pratt preached a sermon upon
the spiritual and temporal welfare of mankind in general stating
that it was gods will that people should gather together in amer-
ica only through concerted action would the saints be able to
achieve their material aims indeed in regard to politickspoliticospoliticks he
stated that the saints are the only people who should rule civil and
military in a coming day for when others rule the people moum 111313

mormonism had all that chartism offered and more spiritual and
political power based not on the thinking of social reformers but
upon the word of god mormonism did not ignore the connection
between the two spheres thus confirmed spiritually and tempo-
rally robert campbell began a commitment that would take him
to nauvoo winter quarters and the valley of the great salt lake
and make him a participant in some of the central dramas in
mormon history

however before rob campbell became a confidant and an
amanuensis to prophets and apostles and schoolmaster to the
saints he had to prove himself in as hostile an environment as
any missionary ever labored in the west of scotland the same
environment and mix of people and ideas that created scottish
socialism chartism and socianismsocialism not to mention the ever
present calvinism of the covenantersCovenanters and the rising significance
of irish catholicism gave no quarter to the monmormonscormonsnons with
their fantastical enthusiastical claims to divine authority
the impending end of the age the visitation of angels and a
golden book buried in a new york hill 14 this was the message
that campbell bore witness to in the environs of kilbarchanKilbarchan
johnstone and paisley and in the towns that were strung out
along the caledonia railway to the clyde coast KilkiiklikilbimiekilbirniekilburnieKilbkiibimiebirnieimle dairydalry
kilwinningwinningKil dreghomDreghom irvine stevenston saltcoatsSaltcoats ardrossanArdrossan
kilmarnockKilmklimamock and ayr all former centers of the handloomhanbloomhandloom weaving
industry and now in 1843 part of the burgeoning coal mining and
iron smeltingsmellingsmelting industrial belt

beginning in july 1843 as an unordained eighteen year old
preacher campbell traveled every sunday from town to town
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from miners square to miners square and from door to door
warning the inhabitants of the approaching judgementjudgement in dairydalry

in his first foray as a missionary he succeeded in getting the major-
ity of the colliers in one square to attend a meeting that he and his
companion had announced in their door to door contacts earlier in
the day A vote of the group asked them to return although there is
no evidence that anyone asked for baptism as a result of the numer-
ous door to door warnings preaching meetings prayer meetings or
discussion meetings

in november of 1843 he was ordained a priest and a few
months later his employer a writer legal clerk in johnstone
renfrewshireRenfrew shire hearing that campbell was preaching mormonism
thereupon terminated robs engagement in his law office appar-
ently campbell didnt object but saw it as an opportunity to fulfill
his ambition to be a full time missionary in the west of scotland
besides he had no great liking to be in a writers office and he
eagerly offered his services to the church 15

the general impression one gets from reading campbells
account of his first mission is that there was at times a lot of interest
in what he had to say but it is almost as if mormon meetings in the
days before TV had a high entertainment value the business of
converting individuals was extremely slow best seen in the scots
phrase gie dreichcreich very very dismal indeed it took some ten
months before campbell records any baptisms two persons who
joined at irvine in april 1844 in the same town campbell was
preaching four times on sunday and twice during the week in the
spring of 1844 according to his record his preaching infuriated
the people against him and threats were made on his life debates
between campbell and hecklers however always insured a big
turnout and the hall in irvine at one time was crowded to
suffocation 111616

while he records instances at kilwinningwinningKil and irvine where
people listened with breathless anxiety to the truths of heaven
most of his impressions tend to support the notion that a strong
thread of cynicism towards the mormon message ran throughout
the west for example he bore testimony twice to very inattentive
sinners preached to a set of infidels and some of his listeners
looked up through the ceiling of their houses and said god forbid

I1 should become a latter day saint he was threatened with
stoning told he should be muzzled and the minister in dreghom
counter warned campbell not to warn himhim1717

in addition to having his straightforward message about the
restoration of the primitive church and the book of mormon
rejected because it was at odds with orthodox theology priest
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campbell had to contend with the ever present anti mormon
publicity that was widespread throughout the west of scotland in
the early 1840s alexander gardner of paisley was reprinting an
american tract entitled the folly and falsehood of the golden
book of mormon by matilda davidson widow of solomon
spaulding who attributed the books origin to her late husbands
manuscript found written c 1812 warning the public that
religious novelties such as mormonism could put their salvation
at stake the pamphlet ended with the stirring challenge let the
mormonitesMormonites refute this if they can 18 there were also the attacks
of apostates who seemed to follow the missionaries from town to
town with their exposes of mormonism these circumstances led
campbell to conclude that people here have not heard anything
save the false and slanderous reports in addition some people
were very cautious about the new ideas from america because they
remembered the irvingite phenomenon that swept through the
west a decade before and they did not want to be deceived a second
time by another group of false prophets 19

although campbell does not tell us directly how he
responded to these challenges in spite of this opposition and
criticism he never wavered in pressing forward with his task of
warning his fellow scots about the results of rejecting the restored
gospel he was convinced that what he had was true and would
prevail ultimately this teenage missionary was so sure of his
position as to express some genuine puzzlement over those who
were glad to hear him preach acknowledged the correctness of the
teachings and even said they believed but do not evince any
symptoms of wishing to obey and join the church in a note of
exasperation he cried oh that men were alive to the things of
god 20 robert campbell demanded as he gave active commit-
ment he was satisfied with no less than absolute unquestioning
commitment in his own life and appears to have had a low tolerance
for those who might be lukewarm

As far as can be determined in spite of his zeal and personal
commitment or because of it only a dozen or so people joined the
church as a result of rob campbells mission he observed that a
few of the offscourings of society seem to be the only persons who
are looking for the truth 112211 and even some of those who wanted to
join the church were bound down by their tyrannical employers
and were prevented from joining because their masters are much
endowed with the spirit of aristocracy and they have to crouch
beneath their opinions as semislavessemislaves 1122111222 shades of chartism
perhaps more discouraging was the fact that even of those who had
accepted and obeyed many lacked in campbells opinion a
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saintly disposition and some opposed his being made their
presiding officer such people he viewed as withered branches
and totally out of character as children of god 23 there was
simply no equivocation in campbells mind mormonism was true
and he intended to commit himself fully to the cause whether it
was in warning his fellow scots in ayrshire or driving himself at
times beyond reason to further the schools of the kingdom of god
as utah territorial superintendent of common schools and as a
promoter of numerous civic enterprises

here then was a young nineteen year old with a crippled arm
one of only about a thousand mormonsmonnonsmormans in the west of scotland a
neophyte convert of less than two years confronted with apostates
criticism anti mormon propaganda unfaithful saints and cynics
who challenged him to speak french in a public meeting to prove
that he actually believed in tongues 2421 the amazing thing is perhaps
not that he didnt baptize hundreds in the firth of clyde but that he
himself survived this baptism of fire though his preaching in
dairydalry bore little good to all human appearances because the
meeting was held in a garret room which was no way enticing
to any respectable people and the personal lives of ththe saints inM
ayr nullified his efforts yet perhaps because of the adversity he
faced the principal convert out of all this contact with real life in the
west of scotland was assuredly robert campbell himself he was
discouraged however he wrote to president reuben hedlockbedlock
about the little success he had had in his labors and expressed a
desire to leave scotland for america hedlockbedlock left it up to him to
be led by the spirit whether he stayed or left and near the end of
1844 he indeed claimed to have received a personal manifestation
through the gift of tongues in which he was told that he would soon
be gathered to zion the ultimate seal of approval for numerous
mormonscormons in the nineteenth century 2521

but like so many mormon emigrants in that period
campbells rationale for emigrating was probably not as purely
spiritual as first blush would indicate the general spirit ofemigra-
tion was strong in the land among both gentiles and mormonscormonsMormons and
robs non mormon family members apparently went to canada
for economic and social reasons later in the 1840s it should also be
remembered that robert campbell was unemployed at this time
apart from meager support he may have received from mormon

congregations and his crippled wrist put a stigma on his profes-
sional work as a writer according to one family tradition
campbell approached the doctor who had treated his broken wrist
a few years before and convinced the doctor that he was responsible
for its failure to develop and that the subsequent impairment of his
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wrist made it difficult for him to follow his profession writer
rob succeeded in getting the doctor to compensate him by paying
for his passage to the united states 2616 he had apparently not worked
in a lawyers office for nothing

perceptions are perhaps more important than objective reali-
ties however and whatever material reasons might be given for
robert campbell leaving his native land discouragement with
his work as a missionary failure to get adequate employment or
success in putting pressure on his doctor it is clear that when he
decided to leave he did so because he believed he was following the
direction of the spirit even if it meant going against his fathers
wishes 27 on 14 january 1845 he left glasgow on the first phase of
his sea voyage and as he sailed westward on the palmyra he wrote
1I am now on the atlantic ocean fulfilling that which I1 believe to
be the mind of god 112128 A few years later he would reaffirm that his
decision to emigrate was related to his conversion saying that
before that event 1I never thought of leaving my native soil 112929 this
twenty year old veteran thus left parents brothers sisters and
his sweetheart joan scobie to become a participant in the mormon
drama unfolding in nauvoo illinois he had a clear if general
perception that what he did was part ofa divine plan notjustnotjust a series
of random happenings but he surely did not foresee what would
happen to his fondest hopes within the next twenty months

campbell arrived in new orleans on 8 march 1845 and
finally reached nauvoo on 26 march after a journey of ten weeks
and one day while in st louis he met a number ofhis old scottish
acquaintances who had apparently apostatized from their original
commitment to mormonism they told him there was no work to
be found in nauvoo and discouraged him from continuing his
journey warning him that there was nothing but trouble and
difficulties there not only was he discouraged by these reports he
was probably homesick and thinking ofhis sweetheart in scotland
in addition when he arrived in nauvoo he was suffering from the
agony of what may have been an impacted wisdom tooth

believing no doubt in the scottish proverb that ye get
nothinbothin wi a shut moo on his first morning in nauvoo rob
approached brigham young and asked him for a blessing
brigham young obliged told him his sins were forgiven and that
god was pleased with him for gathering with the saints rebuked
the swelling and pain and promised him that he would leave the
young home with his heart full ofjoyofloyofjoy and praise to god some years
later rob acknowledged to brigham young that this blessing
had been a major means of keeping him faithful at this difficult
juncture in his life 3010 indeed his need for the approval and support
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of those whom he deemed his superiors is a dominant theme in
his life and it is perhaps no exaggeration to say that his very busy
life in utah and his driven style as territorial superintendent of
schools were a result in part of his need to prove himself in
everything he undertook the protestant ethic was alive and well in
robert lang campbell as one prominent monmormonmonnonnon educator
described his lifestylelife style he was a scholar of whom it is said he
worked all the time 113131

given his scottish educational background his ability as a
writer and of course his crippled arm the job of teaching would
have been a natural pursuit for him to follow and this he did
either privately or in the public common school system organized
in nauvoo 32 perhaps here was nourished and revived the old
chartist ideal of education as a means of shaping society and also
the perspectives that led to his later being considered the father of
utahs common schools his other specific competency that of
writing also gave him an entree albeit as a clerk into the mormon
hierarchy in may of 1845 he received a patriarchal blessing from
john smith one of many he received during his lifetime and was
promised that he would prosper do miracles bring thousands to
zion share in all the glory the lord hath in store for the saints
and live till your satisfied with life even to see the winding up

of this 113333 stuff for oldscene generation heady a twenty year
immigrant who hadnt yet found his niche in life

perhaps more important than the actual promises made was
the fact that robs skill as a writer and clerk were being noised
about nauvoo john smith employed him as a clerk in may and
between june and september 1845 he clerked for william smith
from whom he received another patriarchal blessing once again he
was given a glimpse of the possibilities that lay ahead

As a shock of corn that is fully ripe thou shaltshallshailshait sit down in zion and
enjoy thy inheritance in peace forever thy name shall be enrolled
among the honored ones of the earth and thy priesthood shall beget
thee great praise among thy brethren & with fond remembrance shall
thy goodness in days to come be cherished in the hearts of thousands
and a multitude shall call thee blessed forevermore 3431

here are set out some aspirations that could do nothing but
reinforce his own inclination to be a high achiever in the kingdom
of god with more than a hint that he might also be something of
a leader from the first such predictive blessing which he received
from a brother houston in a johnstone prayer meeting in october
1843 to these officially recorded blessings pronounced by the
church patriarch young campbell was being prepared by
such portents for a life of service to mormonism and its leaders on
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10 november 1845 he was hired as a personal clerk by willard
richards and began his career as an amanuensis to a number of
apostles and eventually the prophet brigham himself this word
holds special significance for robert campbell because it literally
means a slave with secretarial duties it was a role the emigrant
lad from scotland accepted willingly and without hesitation he
was indeed a slave for the cause he had espoused

these things like the implementation of the patriarchal
blessings were still in the future however more practical matters
of living and dying presented themselves on 15 november 1845
joan scobie arrived from scotland and five days later she and rob
were married by patriarch john smith A few months later the
patriarch gave her a blessing that robert dutifully recorded in
typical fashion she was blessed to be a mother in israel and told
that she would have numerous posterity that her days and years
would be multiplied and that she would stand on mount zion
with the 144000 and enjoy all the blessings ofeternal lives 113535 joan
was now pregnant with her first child and the patriarchs words
must have comforted both husband and wife because the reality of
nauvoo was something less than an ideal location in which to begin
their family

the mormonscormons were in the process of being driven out of the
city and the few pages of campbells journal that deal with this
period suggest the tensions they lived under describes the fighting
as nauvoo came under bombardment of the mob and poignantly
assesses his position when he saw at the very stairs of the temple the
mob and their cannon afeltifelt indeed I1 was an outcast and a stranger
there 113636 by 19 september he and joan had crossed the missouri
river on the first lap oftheirjourneytheir journey to winter quarters iowa and
by october they were on the prairie after crossing the des moines
river on 16 october they were about forty miles from nauvoo
when joan gave birth to a stillborn son and she herself died two
hours later rob campbell who had been promised so much who
had worked so hard for the kingdom and who had come to zion for
a sense of security was left a childless widower at the age of
twenty one 3731

for a time following joans death he was in a delirium from
malaria and perhaps from grief he even felt a stranger among
fellow saints and grieved for the company of her who was my
chief delight & better society than hers I1 never longed for he
worried over how their parents in scotland would take the news of
joans death and feared they might blame him for going against
their advice not to emigrate for the first time he wished he were
back in his native land where he could unbosom his feelings to
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his ain folk but he realized that going back would not help his
situation reflecting upon his misfortunes he wrote linin this
thing and in this trial has the lord tried me and I1 feel now to fret not
nor repine at the dispensation of gods providence but like job I1

feel to say the lord giveth and the lord taketh away blessed be
the name of the lord 113838

between this acceptance and his expressing hope in eternal
life he inserted a sharp condemnation of the mobocrats of
illinois claiming that they were ultimately responsible for joans
death and at their hands do I1 require it in a verse written in
farewell to his joan he lamented

0 cruel man hast thou a hate
which innocent blood alone can satiate
like heathen gods dost thou require
A victims life to appease thy ire 39

but for the care and ministrations of a sister mayberry
robert himself might have joined joan because of the flux and
associated illnesses however by 16 january 1847 he was living at
brigham youngs home in winter quarters and helping write out
the word and will of the lord the revelation brigham young
issued on 14 january 1847 as he rallied the saints for their assault
on the western plains and the distant rocky mountains with
brighamsBrighams approval robert volunteered to be a member of the
first pioneer company but instead of accompanying the first
company to the rocky mountains he was put in charge of the post
office at winter quarters and from there on 7 april 1847 he
witnessed the pioneers starting over the hill westward god bless
them 114040 he must have been sorely disappointed that he would not
be among the first to see the promised land

perhaps in consolation willard richards gave him yet
another blessing on that same day and reminded him to be humble
and be faithful be diligent in all things that shall come before you
if he did this he would know the mind and will of god for him for
the lord has great good in reserve for thee he was being left at
winter quarters to do a good great and glorious work in common
with thy brethren and he should be ready at all times to whisper
peace peace and do good and prove yourself a wise scribe in
israel 114141

ironically the west of scotlandsScot lands challenge to the establish-
ment had produced the quintessential public servant in his role as
saint scribe or schoolman robert campbell never seems to have
once rocked the boat or questioned the directives he received for
twenty seven years he could be trusted to prove himself wise in all
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things pertaining to the kingdom of god which in the nineteenth
century was much more than a spiritual abstraction it involved
robert campbell in the creation of a here and now mormon
country with a focus on farms and commerce politics and govern-
ment taxes and schools in addition to sunday preaching and
meditations on the glories of the next world

campbell arrived in the salt lake valley sometime in 1848
during the winter of 184818484949 he is recorded as being engaged in
writing out one dollar bills for use by the saints in their new home
and in impressing the bills with the seal of the twelve apostles 42

in the fall of 1849 he was called to participate in the exploration of
the southern region of the territory between november of 1849 and
february of 1850 under the direction of parley P pratt As recorder
for the expedition he prepared a report for the territorial legislative
council based on his journal of the southern exploring expedi-
tion and helped familiarize the legislators with the geography of
their new home 43 on his return from this expedition campbell
was called and set apart to labor as a missionary in the british
mission in fulfillment of his own 1848 prophecy that within three
years he would return to his native soil where he would preach
and baptize my kindred and bring them to zion all of them and
thousands ofmy countrymen should come along and esteem me as
their saviour 114444 on 13 april 1850 robert was set apart for his
mission to scotland by heber C kimball and ezra T benson with
kimball promising him that his enemies would flee before him his
speech would be sharper than a two edged sword that he would do
many mighty works and that no one would supercedesupersedesupercede thee 114545

once again the blessings he received from those whom he
esteemed his spiritual superiors reinforced the notion that he had an
important role to play in the building of the kingdom although the
frequency with which he received blessings may also indicate that
he was less than confident that he could do what was required of
him indeed following heber kimballKimballsbailsbaliss encouraging words he
received yet another set of promises from the church patriarch
john smith which included the promise of a companion to
comfort thy heart and an honorable posterity

the function of these blessings and prophecies served to
encourage campbell and other mormonscormonsMormons of course to keep
going in spite of difficulties and to provide cautions to him about
possible shoals on which his spiritual barquebacque might founder it must
be added that kimballsKimballs warning for robert campbell to be
humble & meek and to cease from your lightness seems redun-
dant given the seriousness the young scot seems to have reflected
from the moment of his baptism however perhaps such warnings
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were a necessary balance to the other promise that no one shall
supersedesupercedesupercede thee taken seriously that promise could cause prob-
lems in a system based on hierarchical authority paradoxically it
appears that such blessings enhanced and fed the fires of ambition
and aspiration as they also banked the fires of too much ardor
independence and enthusiasm in so doing they played an impor-
tant role in educating and socializing robert campbell into the
value orientation of the mormon faith community they were
considered as instructions from god to be taken very seriously as
personal spiritual guidelines by the recipients but they undoubt-
edly also helped in the task of boundary maintenance on which
social systems depend for their continuance

in a similar manner roberts assignment as pastor of the
scottish latter day saints between 1852 and 1854 gave him the
satisfaction of serving as leader of the church in his native land and
also reinforced in him the attributes ofa faithful and diligent servant
who could be depended on to do the will of his superiors in a letter
to brigham young he expressed pleasure in having been called to
serve but also indicated that he couldnt quite understand why
given my weakness my foolishness my youth & inexperience
gods servants have placed me forward to occupy such stations as
have been assigned to me on this mission but so it is 114646 it may have
been difficult for young robert to understand but in the perspective
of history it seems obvious why the brethren chose the weak
things of the world to confound the wise they could rest assured
that when rob campbell was given an assignment he would fulfill
it to the letter As orson pratt and franklin D richards said of him
when they initially appointed him to labor in the glasgow confer-
ence in september 1850 elder campbell has been associated for
some years past with the twelve and also with the presidency of
the church from whom he had gathered glorious truth calculated to
benefit the saints and all who will listen to him 1147114147 this characteri-
zation of him as a gatherer and disseminator of information comes
very close to the mark in describing his role as one of the most
committed of civil servants in the kingdom of god it was a
characteristic that would continue as his hallmark long after his
mission to scotland

in the fall of 1854 he returned to utah with a large company
ofgathered saints and a new scottish wife mary stewart whom he
married in glasgow on 14 november 1853 during the next decade
he devoted his energies to becoming one of the pillars of the
community and establishing a family he married a plural wife
jeanie miller of glasgow in 1855 in salt lake city between 1854
and 1864 he fathered twelve children seven by mary and five by
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jeanie eventually mary would bear him eleven children and jeanie
ten in 1857 he married another scot elizabeth beveridge but had
no children by her his honorable posterity was certainly on the rise
and so too were his accomplishments as a citizen and public
servant much of what he accomplished however could not have
been done without not just the comfort but the active aid of the
three women he married quite apart from bearing tending and
rearing his numerous children mary stewart jeanie miller and
elizabeth beveridge undoubtedly played an important role in the
farming he was involved in it is unfortunate that an understanding
of how much he may have depended on them for his success must
be a matter of speculation rather than being based on their accounts
of how busy they were nonetheless mormon women of robert
campbells era including his wives were essential to the success
of the community as they dug ditches pruned trees sheared sheep
and spun and wove cloth for their households As brigham young
himself is reputed to have said great as the achievements of
women were they would have been much greater if they had had
wives to help them 48

because of the assistance he received from his wives robert
was better able to meet the incessant demands on him as a secretary
and recorder for this or that society the general scientific soci-
ety the deseret theological institute the pomologicalpornological society the
deseret agricultural and manufacturing society in addition to
his service as one of the presidents of the twenty ninth quorum of
seventy and of course his full time work as a clerk in the church
historians office and his service as a regent and secretary of the
board of the moribund university of deseret which served as a
supervising agency of the quasipublicquasipublic school system in utah
other tasks included the role of chief clerk of the territorial
legislature and when the university of deseret was reactivated he
served with issac groo and fellow scot david 0 calder as the
presiding officer of the committee that supervised the work of the
university being privileged to offer the invocation and opening
remarks at the installation of john R park as principal of the
university on 8 march 1869 no wonder it was said of him he
worked all the time 114949

campbells involvement in one set of activities led like the
branches ofa tree to other activities on top ofall his other personal
professional church and civic responsibilities he accepted a
callfromcallcailcali from the county court to be superintendent of the common

schools of salt lake county and two years later in 1864 the
legislature elected him to the position of superintendent of
common schools for the territory of utah at the age of thirty nine
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rob campbell was now literally the chief school officer of what
mormonscormons regarded as the earthly manifestation of the kingdom of
god gie guid for a weavers chiel and chartist reformer frae
barchankilbarchanKil wi a crippled airm at that

he was kept busy writing reports visiting outlying commu-
nities pleading for better schools better teachers and better books
and acting as chief booster ofbrighamofbrigham youngs ill fated attempt to
reform english orthography through the deseret alphabet it is in
the arena of education that campbell left his most remembered
service to the mormon cause one historian of education has
credited him with being the promoter of uniform textbooks in utah
and an early advocate ofconsolidated schools and of the improved
preparation and remuneration of teachers during his administra-
tion the gradual shift from funding schools through tuition to a
public tax began although it was not until a month before his death
in april 1874 that the legislature finally made an appropriation of
fifteen thousand dollars to aid district schools

As one reads the numerous entries under campbells name in
the journal history of the church during these years and his official
school reports to the legislature one is reminded of the hard driving
ardor of horace mann as he sought to shake massachusetts out of
what he perceived to be its lethargic attitude toward public school-
ing in the 1840s campbell also complained about the apathy and
indifference towards education on the part of many of the mormon
school trustees and he surely would have empathized with manns
own somewhat discouraged response to one of his less than
successful evangelical tours on behalf of common schools in
massachusetts when I1 am about to present my gospel of educa-
tion in some new place I1 feel as if I1 were standing in bad weather
before the door of a house and vainly pulling the bell with no one
at home or all too busy to see me 5010 in spite of official church
backing for his efforts campbell too had to wage a relentless
campaign to convince the saints of the value of common schools

when robert lang campbell died on I111I1 april 1874 of
typhoid fever the deseret news described him as an industrious
useful upright trustworthy man who had expended his life in
service in ecclesiastical and secular affairs and noted that his life
was closely interwoven with mormon history indeed the
deseret news obituary suggested that his commitment to duty as
an indefatigable worker may have been one of the factors that

precipitated his early demise at the age of forty eight 51

in correspondence in the months following campbells
death the man with whom he worked most closely church
historian george A smith paid personal tribute to him for his
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devotion to church and civic affairs As he had chief charge of the
historians office for many years his absence makes everything
here appear lonely my intimacy with him was such that it
seemed as though I1 had lost abrother his earnest zeal in the cause
of education had rivitedriveted upon him the affection of the entire

111252community
there can be no doubt that robert L campbell was held in

high regard by his fellow mormonscormons and that his willing and
obedient service in the mormon cause was seen as a positive and
necessary virtue by the leaders of the church however no person
could function in the various capacities that he did in a utah that
was slowly but surely becoming more pluralistic without raising
doubts about whether his compliant disposition was best for the
territory its increasingly diverse population did not always appre-
ciate the mormon ideal of loyal service and it fell to the nemesis
of mormon hegemony in utah the salt lake tribune to critically
editorialize on campbells multidimensional contributions to
utah while declaring that he had been cut off in the midst of his
usefulness and a sorrowing community mourn his loss and charac-
terizingter him as a great civil servant who outdidoutrid himself in his
devotion to the many causes in which he was involved the tribune
editorial asserted that his energies and abilities had been spread too
thin and he couldnt keep up mentally and physically with the
demands continually made on him by family civic responsibilitesresponsibilities
employment and church assignments with the result that the
schools of utah suffered As was the tribunes wont it focused on
what it perceived to be his subservience to his master brigham
young who had no more obsequious and humble servant the
review of campbells contribution to utahs civic life concluded
tongue in cheek that he would live green in our memories as a
pious and much married saint an indefatigable albeit hopelessly
confused worker and a disciple faithful and true to his great
master like damon and pythias boswell and johnson it con-
tinued brigham and campbell will be unshrinedenshrined in the minds of
future generations as lovely in their lives and in their deaths not long
divided 53

given its anti mormon orientation it is easy to see why the
tribune would interpret campbells faithfulness diligence and
commitment as weaknesses rather as the strengths they were
certainly considered by the mormon community indeed in a very
real sense his lifestyle epitomized the source ofmuch of the friction
engendered between saints and gentiles in nineteenth century
century utah and that to some extent still persists devout faith
and obedience to authority for one can also be construed as blind
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faith and servitude to another the tribunes criticism of robert
campbells life also reflects the challenges arising between the
traditional patriarchal notion of a good society and the more
secular open variety seeking to assert itself in late nineteenth
century utah

be that as it may whether acting as an agent of the gathering
to zion in his native land as a peripatetic recorder of the decisions
of the churchschurche highest echelons as an enthusiastic supporter of
commercial and horticultural affairs or a promoter of a formal
system of education in the territory of utah robert L campbell
was playing out the role he consciously and conscientiously
adopted when he was bom again on 9 august 1842 he put his
hand to the plough and never looked back

here on the very edge of civilization in the wilds of the
american west where manifest destiny was being realized by
the constant flow of emigrants moving westward the writers
apprentice and former christian chartist from kilbarchanKilbarchan was
working out his own personal manifest destiny because of his
faithfulness he was promised that he would yet play a role in
bringing to pass the divine purposes far from the garret meeting
places of dalrydairy the infidels of irvine or the writers office in
johnstone although he was not the recipient of the divine will
directly as a faithful disciple a wise scribe in israel and as
schoolman to the saints robert campbell can be viewed as one of
many unsung civil servants of the kingdom who recorded and
transmitted the revelations to the world and to the saints he clearly
accepted that his task was not to interpret or question what was
done but to implement the social policies of those who received the
revelations and formulated the epistles and policy statements even
prophets and apostles still needed faithful saints with the skills of
the pen including expertise in such mundane things as spelling
and punctuation although the particular needs of the brethren
defined and in some sense circumscribed and limited the aspira-
tions of those who served them the saintly scribe from the west of
scotland found his niche on the western frontier of north america
and carved out for himself a place in the annals of mormon and
utah history and it all began with the conversion of a christian
chartist to mormonism in johnstone renfrewshireRenfrewshire in 1842
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the route we take

the lake is a droop of space
and we are paddling in it
remote and yearning
an old man and woman start out
in their pontoon boat that sputterssautterssputters
weeds we find them again
farther on fishing the woman
has balanced her hips on a twig
of a chair the man spits
at the water as if he has arrived
at exactly the right place

2

A root floats up
a gladiators armann
brown studded crooked
cut it feels like cork
or something you could
eat if you had to
one thing standing for
another and nothing
as horrible as it looks
snaked underwater
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two great blue heron jut
fantastically pterodactyl
beaked carrying the sky
to a cold distance the high
sun sinks its teeth
in the waves we arch
our necks after the bird
the last thing we want
we tell ourselves is
intelligence or comfort

4

dick says they subpoenaed
the farmer who penned hogs
across a feeder stream
their raw fecal matter
launching out greening
we stop and wade to where
the cold appears invisible
we actually drink from our
hands praying for innocence

5

we follow the mink along
the bank until it climbs
into the tangle of roots
where water has risen
and fallen we see through
to clearings starnstammersmers
of light a few sharp red
cardinal flowers a whole
network of traces not ours
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A row of old docks slope
and dislodge like disproved
theories we observe
the sequence
of them heavy and frail
lily pads collect
at their feet to soften
the failure the day
is full of sunshine we have
our canoe our traveling

7

toward evening we
can almost see home
through the needles eye
of the bridge
mile point our twelve
swans huddled all
that is seen and unseen
all we keep learning
to care for because
we return to it
between extremities

fleda brown jackson

fleda brown jackson is a professor of english at the university of delaware



perfection and progression
two complementary ways

to talk about god

eugene england

on 6 april 1844 hyrum smith counselor to the prophet
joseph smith speaking at the general conference of the church
stated 1I would not serve a god that had not all wisdom and
power yet on 13 january 1867 speaking as president of the
church in the tabernacle brigham young stated according to
some mens theory god can progress no further in knowledge

and power but the god that I1 serve is progressing eternally and so
are his children 2

it is difficult to imagine a more stark contradiction in authori-
tative statements about the mormon concept ofgod hyrum smith
says that god has all wisdom and power brigham young says that
he does not and is progressing in those attributes how could there
be such a dramatic reversal in dogma isnt this a simple matter of
fact or falsehood isnt it certain that either god is perfect with all
knowledge and power or he is not how could there be direct
opposition at the prophetic level about something so unambiguous
and fundamental

my simple thesis here is that in fact these statements are not
contradictory 3 these church leaders were using two different but
complementary ways of talking about god based on two different
aspects of the mormon understanding of god both of which I1
believe are essential to our theology and must be maintained with
the help of a basic concept that of different progressive spheres
of development and of possible perfection within each sphere it
is possible to believe both in gods perfection of knowledge and
power in relation to our sphere and in his progression in these
attributes in his own and higher spheres this concept was first
firmly articulated by brigham young but it was suggested earlier
in some of joseph smiths discourses and in the doctrine and

eugene england is a professor of english at brigham young university
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covenants and it has been employed by most of the main figures
in mormon theology from the beginning until the present

joseph smith taught both of these doctrines about god the
book of mormon and doctrine and covenants consistent with the
traditional christian scriptures refer to god as having all knowl-
edge and all power 4 the churchechurchs earliest major doctrinal exposi-
tion the lectures on faith actually uses the traditional christian
categories borrowed from greek philosophy of omnipresence
omniscience and omnipotence in describing god it makes the
explicit claim that without the knowledge of all things god would
not be able to save any portion of his creatures and if it were not
for the idea existing in the minds ofmen that god had all knowledge
it would be impossible for them to exercise faith in him 5

joseph smiths part in authoring the lectures on faith is still
uncertain they seem mainly the work of sidney rigdon and some
readers have suspected they reflect a very early stage of mormon
doctrinal expression about god one still heavily influenced by
traditional christian creeds 6 for instance god is described as a
personage of spirit only christ as a personage of tabernacle and the
holy ghost not as a personage at all but as a kind of unifying mind
of the father and son those who quote the lectures on faith
have had to editorialize to add footnotes and explanations in
order to make it conform to later orthodox mormon thought as for
instance joseph fielding smith does at the beginning of doctrines
of salvation this problem was recognized in the inclination of
church authorities to revise the lectures on faith in the early
1900s or at least to add a footnote and then the 1921 decision
instead to exclude them from the doctrine and covenants 7 but
joseph smith never repudiated them it is likely that had they been
written later as his understanding developed he too would have
qualified or explained some of the terms and concepts used there
but I1 think he saw no inherent contradiction between them and his
later understanding of gods relationship to higher spheres of
existence

this understanding had been received and amplified over a
number of years before it was most clearly comprehensively and
publicly declared in the famous king follett discourse given at
that same april 1844 conference at which hyrum smith empha-
sized gods perfection the king follett discourse itself has
somewhat questionable status because it was recorded only in the
rather sketchy way possible then in longhand though by four
scribes whose work was later amalgamated joseph smith
nowhere in it states definitely that god is now progressing in
knowledge and power but both there and in the doctrine and
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covenants he makes it perfectly clear that god is not everywhere
supreme and does not have all power by stating that there are gods
above him and by naming specific things that cannot be done even
by god god cannot create elements or anything else out of
nothing he cannot create intelligences or force salvation on them
joseph smith also clearly describes an eternal process of learning
and growth by which godhood is attained and he at least implies
that that process continues for god himself

first god himselfwho sits enthroned in yonder heavens is a man like
unto one ofyourselves that is the great secret the ffirstirstarst principle
of truth and of the gospel is to know of a certainty that character of
god and that we may converse with him that he once was a man
like one ofus you have got to leamlearn how to make yourselves god

and be kings and priests to god the same as all gods have done
by going from a small capacity to a great capacity from a small
degree to another from grace to grace from exaltation to exalta-
tion jesus said 1 I saw the father work out his kingdom with fear
and trembling and I1 am doing the same too when I1 get my kingdom
I1 will give it to the father and it will add to and exalt his glory he
will take a higher exaltation and I1 will take his place and also be
exalted so that he obtains kingdom rolling upon kingdom

all the minds and spirits that god ever sent into the world are
susceptible of enlargement and improvement the relationship we
have with god places us in a situation to advance in knowledge god
himself found himself in the midst of spirits and glory because he
was greater he saw proper to institute laws whereby the rest who
were less in intelligence could have a privilege to advance like
himself and be exalted with him so that they might have one glory
upon another in all that knowledge power and glory 8

notice the lack of traditional christian absolutism here the
emphasis seems rather to be on gods similarity to humans on god
as having the same kind of being as we do and making available to
us a process of growth he himself has been engaged in and
apparently is still engaged in whereby the less intelligent could
have a privilege to advance like himself the verb structure
implies he still is advancing god is a greater but not absolute
intelligence he is moving to higher and higher exaltations not
to some absolute state of the highest possible exaltation one glory
is added to another in all that knowledge power and glory 9

in the winter 1978 issue of BYU studies which contains a
newly amalgamated text of the king follett discourse van hale
demonstrates that the concept of the plurality of gods had been
taught by joseph smith from 1835 and was clearly understood by
his close associates such as hyrum smith and brigham young
hyrum himself is quoted in george laubs journal as teaching on
27 april 1843 that there is a whole train and lineage of gods 10
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in fact in that very sermon hyrum provides the basic scriptural
text for the shift in perspective that makes it possible to talk about
many gods of ascending spheres of power and intelligence and
then to turn around and talk of one god our god perfect in
intelligence and power and thus able to save his children on the
earth he begins his discussion with a quotation from I11 corinthians
85 6 there be gods many and lords many but to us there is but
one god the father despite the context of this scripture a
discussion by paul of belief in idols brigham young B H
roberts joseph fielding smith and many others have used it as a
brief explanation of how it is possible to be both a christian
polytheist technically a henotheist and a monotheist how we can
talk sometimes in an adventuresome mode about multiple orders of
godhood and how we can consider the advanced spheres that exist
in the infinities and yet at the same time without contradiction we
can talk in a worshipful mode about our one god and his perfect
knowledge and supreme redemptive power in the sphere of our
world

some latter day saint prophets and theologians have
believed the passage from corinthians serves specifically to
describe the difference between a way of talking and thinking that
focuses on the multiple spheres of infinite existence where there are
gods many and lords many and a way that focuses on the single

sphere of our immediate existence where there is but one god the
father the one to whom we are responsible and who is perfect and
therefore not progressing in our mortal sphere to me this use of
the passage by the prophets suggests as well that both ways of
talking about god are true and orthodox and complementary

with this perspective we can understand how hyrum smith
when he proclaims 1I would not serve a god that had not all
wisdom and power is talking in that second single sphere mode
in which to us there is but one god the father his concern it is
clear from the context is with the saints faith in christs power to
save which had perhaps been undermined by too exclusive a focus
on the first multiple spheres mode

I1 want to put down all false influence if I1 thought I1 should be saved
and any in the congregation be lost I1 should not be happy our
savior is competent to save all from death and hell I1 can prove it out
of the revelations I1 would not serve a god that had not all wisdom
and power

brigham young like hyrum smith used both ways of
talking about god at times apparently when he felt his audience
most needed the emphasis he would speak in the single sphere
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mode focusing in classical christian terms on gods sovereignty
in our world president young often emphasized gods perfec-
tions his knowledge and power absolutely sufficient to save us but
at many other times especially in his ongoing debates with orson
pratt he spoke forthrightly in the multiple spheres mode rejoicing
in the expansive vision he had received from joseph smith of the
16eternal16eternal progression a phrase he seems to have coined that is the
heart of activity and motivation for both gods and men

the first great principle that ought to occupy the attention of
mankind that should be understood by the child and the adult and
which is the main spring of all action whether people understand it
or not is the principle of improvement the principle of increase of
exaltation of adding to that we already possess is the grand moving
principle and cause of the actions of the children ofmen the main
spring of the actions of all people those who profess to be
latter day saints who have the privilege of receiving and under-
standing the principles of the holy gospel are in duty bound to study
and find out and put in practice in their lives those principles that are
calculated to endure and that tend to a continual increase in this and
in the world to come

all their earthly avocations should be framed upon this prin-
cipleciplethiscipleThisthis alone can insure to them an exaltation this is the starting
point in this existence to an endless progression I1

it is clear from other sermons that brigham young does not mean
by progression mere quantitative increase in numbers of spirit
children or kingdoms as we sometimes now use the term eternal
increase to mean he said we shall never cease to learn unless
we apostatize can you understand thatthat1212I1 and this was not a
peripheral notion it was central to his theology

let us not narrow ourselves up for the world with all its variety of
useful information and its rich hoard of hidden treasure is before us
and eternity with all its sparkling intelligence lofty aspirations and

is before I113I1unspeakable glories us

when we have passed into the sphere where joseph is there is still
another department and then another and another and so on to an
eternal progression in exaltation and eternal lives that is the exalta-
tion I1 am looking for 14

when we have lived millions of years in the presence of god and
angels shall we then cease learning no or eternity ceases 155

brigham young delighted in his expansive vision of con-
tinued unlimited learning and experience it was for him both the
reason for and the means of continued existence of eternal life it
led him to exult in the inclusiveness of the gospel

every accomplishment every grace every useful attainment in
mathematics in all science and art belongs to the saints and they
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should avail themselves as expeditiously as possible of the wealth of
knowledge the sciences offer to the diligent and persevering
scholar 16

As saints in the last days we have much to learnleam there is an eternity
ofknowledge before us at most we receive but very little in this stage
of our progression 17

such enthusiasm led brigham young to completely reverse the
medieval faust legend which implies that too much learning leads
a christian to blasphemy he claims that only when we blaspheme
when we sin against the holy ghost do we finally stop learning

if we continue to learnleam all that we can pertaining to the salvation
which is purchased and presented to us through the son of god is
there a time when a person will cease to learnleam yes when he has
sinned against god the father jesus christ the son and the holy
ghost gods minister when he has denied the lord defied him
and committed the sin against the holy ghost that is the time when
a person will cease to leamlearn and from that time forth will descend in
ignorance forgetting that which they formerly knew they will
cease to increase but must decrease these are the only characters
who will ever cease to learnleam both in time and eternity I118I1

his belief in endless progression in knowledge was not a
speculative matter with brigham young as some other matters
clearly were about some things such as the exact status of adam
he frankly said 1I guess such and such or this subject does not
immediately concern your or my welfare but he clearly felt that
the idea of eternal progression was indeed the mainspring of all
action including divine action and that the central concepts he had
learned from joseph concerning progression in both humans and
god must be kept alive in the mormon heritage he reprinted the
king follett discourse a number of times and referred often to

doing and teaching only what he had learned from joseph only a
few months before his death he testified

from the first time I1 saw the prophet joseph I1 never lost a word that
came from him concerning the kingdom and this is the key of
knowledge that I1 have today that I1 did hearken to the words ofjoseph
and treasured them up in my heart laid them away asking my father
in the name of his son jesus to bring them to mind when needed 191

the testimony of many of the apostles who knew them both and
who like brigham were taught and trained by joseph in a concen-
trated way in the last two years of his life was that brigham
young indeed succeeded in remembering and teaching what
joseph taught

A major motive for brigham youngs continuing and
remarkably public doctrinal disagreements with orson pratt was
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his concern not only that elder pratt was wrong in insisting without
qualification on gods absolute perfection and the impossibility of
his further progression but that such an influential speaker and
writer would convince many to follow after him and leave to
posterity the impression that only his view and emphasis had a
place in mormon thought president young felt it so crucial to keep
before the saints his own and joseph smiths emphasis as well that
he pushed elder pratt to a public recantation in 1865 20 then he
published the recantation in the deseret news along with a denun-
ciation of specific doctrines of elder pratt signed by the first
presidency when these documents were reprinted signed by the
other apostles brigham young specifically condemned a number
of assertions elder pratt had taught in his book the seer the
following beliefs of elder pratt were identified as not true

1 there will be no being or beings in existence that will know one
particle more than we know then our knowledge and wisdom
and power will be infinite and cannot from thenceforth be
increased or expanded in the least degree

2 there will be nothing more to be learned
3 the father and the son do not progress in knowledge and

wisdom because they already know all things past present and
to come

4 none of the gods know more than another and none are
progressing in knowledge neither in the acquirement of any
truth 21

part of brigham youngs concern was with the presumption
of actually limiting god while seeming to describe him as having
limitless power and knowledge in october 1856 he commanded
the saints now do not lariat rope off the god that I1 serve and say

I1 do believe in such character 1122111222that he cannot learn anymore not a
president youngs counselor jedediah M grant developed the
same image later that month ifgod is variatedlariatedlariated out as orson pratt
variatedlariatedlariated out the gods in his theory his circle is only as far as the
string extends my god is not variatedlariatedlariated out 1123112123 it was this concern
that motivated the statement of brigham young I1 began with the
one that seems to contradict hyrum smith

some men seem as if they could learnleam so much and no more they
appear to be bounded in their capacity for acquiring knowledge as
brother orson has in theory bounded the capacity of god accord-
ing to his theory god can progress no further in knowledge and
power but the god that I1 serve is progressing eternally and so are his
children they will increase to all eternity if they are faithful 24

brigham youngs concern was also with spiritual psychol-
ogy the importance in motivating mankind toward salvation of
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their retaining a certain vision that what was most rewarding in
earthly progression would continue forever and would make celes-
tial life or godhood genuinely attractive godhood is not to be a
mysterious stasis or a mere endless repetition of the same process
of creating spirits and saving them wilford woodruff in 1857
gave pointed expression to this concern

if there was a point where man in his progression could not proceed
any further the very idea would throw a gloom over every intelligent
and reflecting mind god himself is still increasing and progressing
in knowledge power and dominion and will do so world without
end it is just so with us 2515

lorenzo snow who like brigham young and wilford
woodruff knew joseph smiths teachings firsthand provided the
famous mormon couplet that summarizes memorably the concept
of a god who is in genuine relation to us humans and our process
of progression As man now is god once was as god now is man
may be 26 As president of the church in 1901190igo1 president snow also
spoke clearly in the multiple spheres mode about eternal progres-
sion after godhood is reached

we are immortal beings our individuality will always exist
our identity is insured we will be ourselves and nobody else
whatever changes may arise whatever worlds may be made or pass
away our identity will always remain the same and we will continue
on improving advancing and increasing in wisdom intelligence
power and dominion worlds without end 27

in the twentieth century some church leaders began to use
mainly the mortal sphere way of talking about god which empha-
sizes his perfection and his ability to save us orson pratts
absolutism about god that harked back to the lectures on faith had
been rejected and the lectures themselves demoted in status but
president joseph F smith like his father hyrum smith was
concerned that some in the church were inclined to demean god
to reduce too much the distance between god and man and thus to
undermine confidence in gods saving power 1I remember some
mormonscormons in my own youth who were so caught up with the vision
of eternal progression that they could hardly wait to die to be like
god speaking in 1914 about those who would thus reduce gods
power and majesty president smith said

beware of men who come to you with heresiesheresies of this kind who
would make you to think or feel that the lord almighty who made
heaven and earth and created all things is limited in his dominion of
earthly things to the capacities ofmen they would if they could
make you believe that the son of god who possessed all power
power to raise the dead power to unstop the ears of the dead did
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not do such things there are just a few ignoramusesignoramuses learned
fools ifyou please who would make you believe if they could that
the almighty god is limited in his power to the capacity of
man dont you believe it not for one moment 28

joseph F smiths son joseph fielding smith jr took a
similar position in his extremely influential book doctrines of
salvation he quotes the passage from his grandfather hyrum
about not serving a god who was not absolute and also the
passages from the lectures on faith on the perfections of god it is
clear that his concern like that of his father and grandfather is with
gods power in relation to humans he asks after that quotation
from hyrum do we believe that god has all wisdom does he
have all power if so then there is nothing in which he lacks if he
is lacking in wisdom and in power then he is not supreme and
there must be something greater than he is and this is absurd 2919

clearly elder smith is here speaking in the single mortal
sphere mode the one bounded by the idea that to us there is only one
god the father he of course knew that both his grandfather and
joseph smith taught that in a particular sense there is something
greater than god that god is in fact if we speak in terms of the
multiple eternal spheres not supreme that there are gods above
god a father of god who gave him salvation and a father of that
god and so on apparently to infinity in response to a question about
plural gods in the second volume of answers to gospel ques-

tions he quotes a long passage from joseph smiths discourse of
16 june 1844 the one most full and explicit about the challenging
doctrine joseph called the plurality ofgods there we can see the
prophet joseph at ease with both modes of thinking multiple and
single sphere because he uses in support and explanation that same
passage from corinthians that his brother hyrum had used the year
before in the passage quoted by joseph fielding smith he states

paul says there are gods many and lords many I1 want to set it forth
in a plain and simple manner but to us there is but one god that is
pertaining to us and he is in all and through all but if joseph smith
says there are gods many and lords many they cry away with
him crucify him

joseph smith then proceeds to some analysis of the hebrew
original of genesis 1111 after which he continues

in the very beginning the bible shows there is a plurality of gods
beyond the power of refutation it is a great subject I1 am dwelling on
the word eloheimelvheim ought to be in the plural all the way through
gods the head of the gods appointed one god for us and when you
take that view of that subject it sets one free to see all the beauty
holiness and perfection of the gods 3010
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after repeating this long quotation from joseph smith joseph
fielding smith shows his own understanding of the two different
modes

it is perfectly true as recorded in the pearl of great price and in the
bible that to us there is but one god this godhead presides over
us and to us the inhabitants of this world they constitute the only
godorgodheadGodorgod orgodhead there is none other besides them here he cites that
same scripture from corinthians about gods many and lords many
but to us one god the father to them we are amenable and subject
to their authority and there is no other godhead unto whom we are
subject however as the prophet has shown there can be and are
other gods 31

joseph fielding smith clearly recognized both the multiple
sphere and single sphere perspectives and the basis of both in the
teachings of the prophet joseph smith but he also shared his
fathers concern about belittling god and his grandfathers concern
about the saints losing faith in gods absolute power to save he
seems to have chosen to focus his own writing and talking about
god in the single sphere mode

however during the same period as joseph fielding smiths
early writings others chose to emphasize the multiple spheres way
of talking about god particularly B H roberts and john A
widstoe the two twentieth century general authorities probably
most influenced by brigham young and in turn the ones most
influential in preserving and developing the basic philosophical
thought the eternalismetemalism of joseph smith

in his most lengthy discourse on the nature of god elder
roberts after quoting extensively from joseph smith states

of course such views as those expressed above involve us in the
reality of a pluralistic universe and a plurality ofgods there have
been appointed certain exalted glorified and perfected intelligences
who have attained unto a participation in and become partakerspartakers of
the divine nature 2 pet 14 who have been appointed as

presidenciesPresiden cies over worlds and world systems who function in the
dignity of divine intelligences or deities even as to our world and
its heavens there has been appointed a godhead as taught by st
paul 32

he then goes on to quote that same passage from corinthians
used by joseph and hyrum smith to demonstrate the two perspec-
tives the two modes of discourse As there be gods many
and lords many but to us that is pertaining to us there is but
one god

in elder robertss mind the passage from corinthians is
strong support for his belief in a realm where there are many gods
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all progressing eternally it is a complement rather than a contradic-
tion to his belief in a realm where to us mortals there is but one
god perfect in every way earlier elder roberts had taught

even with the possession of the holy spirit to guide us into all truth
I1 pray you nevertheless not to look for finality in things for you will
look in vain intelligence purity truth will always remain with us
relative terms and also relative qualities ascend to what heights you
may ever beyond you will see other heights in respect of these things
and ever as you ascend more heights will appear and it is doubtful
if we shall ever attain the absolute in respect of these qualities our
joy will be the joy of approximating them of attaining unto everin
creasing excellence without attaining the absolute it will be the joy
of eternal progression 33

and in robertss famous and influential seventysSeventys course in
theology published by the church and used as an official priest-
hood manual he argued harking back to brigham youngs
concern about limiting god

gods immutability should not be understood as to exclude the idea
of advancement or progress of god an absolute immutability
would require eternal immobility which would reduce god to a
condition eternally static which from the nature of things would
bar him from participation in that enlargement of kingdom and
increasing glory that comes from the redemption and progress of
men and is it too bold of a thought that with this progress even for
the mightiest new thoughts and new vistas may appear inviting to
new adventures and enterprises that will yield new experiences
advancement and enlargement even for the most high34high31

john A widtsoeWidtsoe the brilliant immigrant convert who had
studied joseph smiths thought in detail for his 1903 work joseph
smith as scientist emphasizes there the prophets naturalism his
emphasis on god as organizer according to natural law and thus not
truly omnipotent in the traditional absolutistic christian sense in
A rational theology elder widtsoe is even more explicit about the
similar capability of both humans and god for eternal progression

the essential thing is that man has to undergo experience upon
experience to attain the desired mastery of the external universe and
that we of this earth are passing through an estate designed wholly
for our further education throughout eternal life increasing knowl-
edge is attained and with increasing knowledge comes the greater
adaptation to law and in the end an increasingly greater joy there-
fore it is that eternal life is the greatest gift of god if the great
law ofprogression is accepted godmusthave been engaged fromom the
beginning and must now be engaged in progressive development
As knowledge grew into greater knowledge by the persistent efforts
of will his recognition of universal laws became greater until he
attained at last a conquest over the universe which to our finite
understanding seems absolutely complete 35
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that last sentence shows that elder widtsoe was also concerned to
give the single sphere mode of thought its proper due he goes on
with that single sphere emphasis even while talking of multiple
spheres

As more knowledge and power are attained growth becomes
increasingly more rapid god exalted by his glorious intelligence is
moving on into new fields of power with a rapidity of which we can
have no conception whereas man in a lower stage of development
moves relatively at a snaillike though increasing pace man is
nevertheless moving on in eternal progression in short man is a
god in embryo he comes ofa race ofgods and as this eternal growth
is continued we will approach more nearly the point which to us is
godhood and which is everlasting in its power over the elements of
the universe 3616

an emphasis on the multiple spheres mode focusing directly
on our adventure in forever progressing to higher realms continues
in the writings of president david 0 mckay A mans idea of the
significance of the words eternal progression will largely deter-
mine his philosophy of life the great secret ofhuman happiness
lies in progression stagnation means death the doctrine of
eternal progression is fundamental in the church of christ 37

president mckay quotes the passage from brigham young I1 gave
earlier on the principle of improvement as the mainspring of all
action then comments

somebody has said show me a perfectly contented man and I1 will
show you a useless one so there must be some other element with
contentment some other virtue what is it progress contentment
and progress contribute to peace if we are no better tomorrow than
we are today we are not very useful so we want to experience two
things contentment and progress progress intellectually progress
physically but above all progress spiritually and the cognizance
that we grow contributes to peace you cannot remain stationary 38

hugh B brown president mckays counselor in the first
presidency 1962 69 also emphasized this multiple spheres
mode

the time will come when all men will know something of the glory
ofgod butthetimebut the time will notcomenorcomenot come when I1 oranyaranyor any othermanwiflother man will arrive
at a point in knowledge experience or understanding beyond which
we cannot go in other words we believe in eternal progression 39

when we speak of eternal increase we speak not only of increase of
posterity we speak of increase of knowledge and the power that
comes with knowledge increase of wisdom to use the knowledge
and power wisely increase of awareness and the joy that comes
through understanding increase of intelligence which is the glory of
god increase of all that goes to make up godhood 140I
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president brown carried on the multiple spheres adventure-
some mode of talking about god until his death in 1975 and some
younger mormon thinkers have continued to explore the implica-
tions of the unusual mormon belief in a finite learning god for our
concepts of evil time prophecy etc 41 other influential voices in
recent monmormonmonnonnon doctrinal writing on the other hand have empha-
sized the single sphere worshipful mode especially elderbruce R
mcconkie and his son joseph F mcconkie a professor of religion
at brigham young university 42 these two and some others have
thought of the two modes as opposed as mutually exclusive but it
seems more useful to recognize the authoritative base for both
modes in mormon thought and the evidence that advocacy of both
modes by the prophets provides that god is not to be limited to
mutually exclusive human categories

A few authoritative mormon thinkers have gone to great
lengths to explain how these two ways of talking about god are
complementary how each mode can be useful and true depending
on which sphere ofgods existence and activity one is considering
the doctrine and covenants contains the key idea including the
very word sphere that was used by brigham young to describe
this harmony section 93 received by the prophet joseph in 1833
tells us that all truth is independent in that sphere in which god has
placed it to act for itself as all intelligence also otherwise there is
no existence v 30 this passage seems to evoke a universe of
coexistent perhaps concentric or more likely hyperspatial multi-
dimensional spheres of truth and intelligent activity in such a
universe a statement such as that god has all knowledge and power
can be taken to be true when applied to our sphere in which god
is not progressing but it is not completely true when applied to
larger or more advanced spheres where god is progressing
brigham young expressed this precise understanding

wecanbecanwe can still improve we are made forthatpurposefor that purpose our capacities are
organized to expand until we can receive into our comprehension
celestial knowledge and wisdom and to continue worlds without
end irmenififmenmen can understand and receive it mankind are organ-
ized to receive intelligence until they become perfect in the sphere
they are appointed to fill which is far ahead of us at present when
we use the termperfectionperfect ionlon it applies to man in his present condition
as well as the heavenly beings we are now or may be as perfect in
our sphere as god and angels are in theirs but the greatest intelli-
gence in existence can continually ascend to greater heights of
perfection

we are created for the express purpose of increase there are
none correctly organized but can increase from birth to old age
what is there that is not ordained after such an eternal law of
existence it is the deity within us that causes increase 4341
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B H roberts fully aware of the emphasis throughout the
scriptures on the worshipful mode of discourse the almost exclu-
sive focus on gods perfection in our single sphere developed an
explanation which I1 find persuasive of why the other mode the
expansive vision of progress beyond this sphere is used so rarely
even in modem scripture he quotes the doctrine and covenants
reference to many kingdoms greater and lesser ones filling all
space 8837 then points out that when god speaks to moses
though he also hints of these other kingdoms of many heavens that
cannot be numbered unto man he informs moses that he will

give him only an account concerning this heaven and this earth
moses 137 21 elder roberts concludes that virtually all the

revelations in the scriptures relate only to our earth and its heavens

in other words our revelations are local they pertain to us and our
limited order of worlds it is only here and there a glimpse of things
outside of our earth and its heavens is given this limited
knowledge these glimpses of the universe were doubtless displayed
by the lord to these prophets at the heads of dispensations of truth
because of the influencing power which this knowledge of the nature
of the universe upon mans conception of god would have for
undoubtedly such knowledge clearly influences conceptions of
god 44

elder roberts also cites the expanding modem scientific awareness
of a limitless universe and concludes

this universe must be more than a mere creation for definite
relationships to our earth and god must be conceived of as
having larger interests and immensely greater objectives than the
affairs of the race inhabiting our world the very limited reve-
lations given concerning our earth and its heavens are not adequate
as an explanation of the universe at large 4541

such an expansive vision of the cosmos a vision also
worshipful and deeply ennobling in its ultimate humility seems to
me vital to the mormon spirit and to mormon thought it must not
be lost in our very proper emphasis on the equally true and
important vision of gods perfections and the human dependence
on him for salvation I1 appreciate the influence of those mormon
theologians who speaking in the single sphere mode might help
correct as joseph F smith and joseph fielding smith did any
tendency to belittle god or reduce faith in his saving power but it
is also important not to polarize mormon doctrine about god or to
obscure the grand vision of eternal progression that has tradition-
ally energized it

I1 do not expect that to happen modem writers as diverse in
focus and orientation as genitgerritgenit de jong jr and hyrum andrus
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accept the reconciliation between the two modes of discourse
suggested by brigham young that is that perfection in one sphere
is possible but then so is progress in a higher sphere or realm 4641

with a little discussion perplexed students who encounter what
seem to them contradictory statements by their church leaders and
other authorities can be helped with analogies for instance a
being who is learning and progressing in a four dimensional realm
or hyperspace can at the same time have all knowledge and power
that is available to beings in only three dimensions and all that is
necessary for their salvation 4741 the anxiety often voiced against the
idea that god is still learning that he might therefore make
disastrous errors or be unable to save us can be calmed with the
analogy that a person can know algebra perfectly and make abso-
lutely no mistakes in using it but can still be learning new things
in calculus without endangering the realm of algebra in a similar
way god can have all knowledge and power in our realm or
sphere and still be learning in higher spheres without in any way
endangering his absolute ability to save us in this sphere or to
rephrase pauls letter to the corinthians in the cosmos there are
a multitude of progressing gods but pertaining to us there is
one god with all knowledge and power we should be able to
hear and appreciate the emphasis and the apostolic witness of both
hyrum smith and brigham young of both hugh B brown and
joseph fielding smith monmormonmonnonnon thinkers of various orientations
can unite in this task while continuing to use whichever way of
talking about god is more appropriate to what they choose to
emphasize in their ongoing struggle to know god adventure or
worship potential or dependence progress or perfection the
multiple spheres of our ultimate vision or the single sphere of our
immediate concern

I1 realize that thinking of god as genuinely progressing and
therefore in some sense less than absolutely perfect is fearful I1 feel
that fear that ultimate insecurity myself when I1 think there is no
source of all the answers no final bulwark against all danger and
frustration and change and loss nothing to prevent even god
from weeping but enoch tells us that god does indeed weep
moses 728 and the alternative to that weeping and my fear the

absolute changeless impassive and thus necessarily impersonal
god of traditional christianity and of the philosophers is even
more fearful I1 must accept the witness of the prophet joseph that
the universe is ultimately open an invitation to adventure
and change that the very divinity of god demands as brigham
young taught not only dependence but creation and qualitative
increase and that my own related divinity demands the same
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nanking

mother had little patience
with us she lived far away
from the family shed left

in nanking on bad days
shed teach us with chopstickschopsticks
our hands never hurt until

she grabbed the rolling pin
the one she used for dim sum
on saturday monmorningstings kwo teh

and cha shiu bao I1 think
she was happiest then apoA po
came to visit when I1 was four

the last time mother saw her
mother the kitchen steeped
in black tea leaves and eggs

steaming in the rice cooker
shi fan on the stove good
for healing when I1 was sick

mother brought instant soup
to my bedside where she now
sleeps alone on the other side

of town she knew of a home
id never seen taught me how
to boil the shishipanfan I1 take to her

timothy liu

timothy liuuuilu is an MA candidate in english at the university of texas at houston



joseph smith and modem mormonism
orthodoxy neoorthodoxyorthodoxyNeo

tension and tradition

robert L millet

much has been said in recent years about the development and
evolution of thought and practice in Monnonmormonismism of particular

interest to some is what is perceived to be a reconstruction of
mormon doctrine a movement on the part of the church away
from a traditional view of god man and salvation toward a radical
progressive theology in 1980 thomas G alexander suggested

that the doctrines of god and man revealed in the early publica-
tions of the church were not greatly different from those of some
of the religious denominations of the time further the doctrine
of god preached and believed before 1835 was essentially trini-
tarian with god the father seen as an absolute personage of spirit
jesus christ as a personage of tabernacle and the holy ghost as an
impersonal spiritual member of the godhead 2

more recently 0 kendall white has described what he calls
a type of mormon orthodoxyneoorthodoxyneo 1I3 in whites view a spirit of
optimism gripped the nation in the years before the first world
war a spirit deriving from the enlightenment it was an era wherein
a growth inin sciencescience and technology had led to overly positive
attitudes toward man and his potential people began to conclude
that no problems in society were beyond the reach of mans noble
talent to resolve and thus the first part of this century witnessed the
growth of the social gospel movement wherein attempts were
made to engage the challenges of society with the positive and
lifting teachings of jesus world war I1 brought about a massive
change in perspective it became obvious to modem man
especially many of the clergy that man could not solve his own
problems could not deal humanely with his fellows simply could
not make it alone these feelings of frustration pessimism and
self doubt began to be reflected in what came to be known

robert L willetmilletnfillet is associate professor and chairman of the department of ancient scripture at brigham
young university
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as neoorthodoxorthodoxneo theology thus neoorthodoxyorthodoxyneo represented a
crisis theology an attempt to deal with a threat to previously

established belief systems theologians such as reinhold niebuhr
emil brunner and karl barth all recognized the need for a turn to
a higher power a return to the orthodox theology of the reforma-
tion an emphasis upon such doctrines as the sovereignty of god
the moral depravity of man and salvation by grace

from whites perspective mormonism emerged in the midst
of restorationism with a theology not terribly unlike other protes-
tant faiths of the day white believes however that in time joseph
smith and the mormonscormonsMormons especially as a result of such teachings as
the king follett sermon reached beyond their primitivist roots and
developed into a progressive and expansive faith characterized by
such beliefs as and we note the contrast to reformation thought
a finite god the innate goodness of man and exaltation by works
but with the expansion of the church in the modem world white
proposes that a crisis in faith has taken place in the lives of many
modem mormonscormonsMormons particularly as they have engaged a growing
secularization more liberal ethical systems accelerated efforts of
anti mormonscormons or revisionist explanations for foundational events
of mormonism he suggests that a form of mormon neoortho
doxy has begun to develop an attempt to return to a tighter
redemptive theological system based primarily upon a belief in

the sovereignty of god the moral depravity of man and salvation
by grace because joseph smiths progressive brand of mormon-
ism ingeniously linked the otherworldlyother worldly with the here and now
because it pointed man in a positive and lifting direction away from
the pessimistic worldviewworldview of traditional protestantism white
fears that few things portend a more ominous future for the
church than the growing trend toward a redemptive theology what
he calls mormon neoorthodoxyorthodoxyneo 41

the work of the restoration has unquestionably been a
broadening and expanding process joseph smith knew more about
god and man in 1844 than he knew in the spring of 1820 both the
prophets and the churchschurche understanding has come in a line upon
line manner 5 however I1 believe it is a mistake to accept in
wholesale and uncritical fashion many of the presuppositions and
conclusions of those like alexander and white who propose a
clear delineation between joseph smiths pre 1835 thought
especially the teachings of the book of mormon and what came
from the prophet in the latter part of his ministry the teachings of
the book ofmormon are not trinitarian and the prophets pre 1835
theology was neither primitive nor protestant further while the
recent reemphasis by the institutional church on the teachings of
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the book of mormon and thus on a redemptive theology may
be an effort to strengthen the saints in a day of cultural crisis the
idea that such a move represents a straying from the post 1835
thought of joseph smith is an unwarranted conclusion on the key
doctrines ofgod man and salvation the prophets early teachings
did not differ markedly from that which he declared just prior to his
death

JOSEPH SMITH AND TRINItrinitarianTARLAN THEOLOGY

to suggest that the book of mormon reflects joseph smiths
early thought is to place the nephite record within the develop-

mental process of joseph smith and the saints it is therefore to
accentuate the man the translator at the expense of the record it
is one thing to acknowledge that the words in the book of mormon
reflect joseph smiths language and background this is as it should
be for the book of mormon is translation literature it is quite
another to suggest that the theology in the book ofmormon reflects
either the prophets environment or his own religious worldviewworldview
we have little historical evidence to suggest that joseph smith had
studied or was even aware of many of the great theological
issues of his day A hypothesis that posits an expansionist model
of book of mormon translation that much of the theology of the
book of mormon represents joseph smiths nineteenth century
expansion upon an ancient core source the nephite plates6plates6 or one
that views the book of mormon as other than a theological
constant tends to call into question the historicity of the record

and its ancient contents for joseph smith to use the english
language with which he was familiar in recording the translation is
historically consistent to create the doctrine or to place it in the
mouths of benjamin ororabinadiabinadi is unacceptable and is tantamount
to deceit and misrepresentation it is to claim that the doctrines and
principles are of ancient date as the record itself declares when
in fact they are a fabrication albeit an inspired fabrication of a
nineteenth century man we have every reason to believe that the
book of mormon came through joseph smith notnotftompromfrom him

presumably those who believe the book of mormon presents
a trinitarian concept of god assume that the book reflects the
prevailing sentiments of the nineteenth century concerning god
this is worthy of at least brief discussion although the book of
mormon prophets speak of the oneness of the members of the
godhead this need not imply trinitarianism there were in fact
many people in the nineteenth century who believed in the oneness
of the godhead but rejected the mysterious notions associated with
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trinitarianism david millard a minister who organized an eastern
christian church published a pamphlet in 1818 in which he
attacked the prevailing view of the trinity he undertook a scrip-
tural analysis of the new testament to prove his point the whole
tenor of scripture he asserted concurs in the testimony that
christ is verily the son of god as really so as isaac is the son of
abram millard further stressed the illogicality of the nicean
concept three gods are not one god any more than three times
one are one or two and one are one which not only destroys the
rules of multiplication and addition but is flat inconsistency 177

william ellery channing known as the father of unitarianism
declareddeclaredeciared in a famous baltimore sermon in 1819 we object to the
doctrine of the trinity for when we attempt to conceive of three
gods we can do nothing more than represent to ourselves three
agents meaning of course three different persons 8 in a letter
dated 19 may 1835 concerning his beliefs prior to conversion to the
latter day saint faith william W phelps no doubt reflected the
views of other lay persons in nineteenth century new england 1I
was not a professor at the time nor a believer in sectarian religion
but a believer in god and the son ofgod as two distinct characters
and a believer in sacred scripture 9 there is no indication in
phelpssphelphsPhelpss letter that such a belief was contrary in any way to the
teachings of the restored church in fact the statement implies that
his preconversionpreconfreconversion beliefs were in harmony with the teachings of the
latter day saints

in writing of the formative period ofofldsoflasLDS history alexander
notes that there is little evidence that church doctrine specifi-
cally differentiated between christ and god indeed he continues

this distinction was probably considered unnecessary since the early
discussions also supported trinitarian doctrine joseph smiths 1832
account of the first vision spoke only of one personage and did not
make the explicit separation of god and christ found in the 1838
version the book of mormon declared that mary is the mother of
god after the manner of the flesh which as james alienallenailen and
richard howard have pointed out was changed in 1837 to mother
of the son of god 10

contrary to alexanders claims there is evidence to suggest
that the saints understood very early and very clearly the distinct
and separate nature of the father and son in 1831 john whitmer
wrote of an occasion wherein joseph smith saw the heavens
opened and the son of man sitting on the right hand of the father
making intercession for his brethren the saints I1 in february of
1832 joseph smith and sidney rigdon beheld in vision the father
and son as separate personages dacd&c 7620 23 to be sure in his
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1832 account of the first vision joseph wrote 1I was filled with
the spirit of god and he opened the heavens upon me and I1 saw the
lord and he spake unto me however milton V backman jr has
rightly pointed out the thrust of the 1832 history was not who
appeared but the lords message to him 12 it is interesting to note
a statement by john taylor in 1880 in which he declared that as a
commencement to the work of restoration the lord appeared unto
joseph smith both the father and the son note that john taylor
refers to both the father and the son as the lord the father
pointing to the son said this is my beloved son in whom I1 am well
pleased hear ye him 1 I13

the book of mormon also distinguishes between the father
and the son in many instances for example in I11 nephi 1124
nephi writes and I1 looked and I1 beheld the son of god going
forth among the children of men phrases such as the son of
god and the son of the everlasting god occur scores of times
throughout the remainder of the record the presentation in the
book of mormon is similar to that in the new testament concern-
ing the separateness yet oneness of the members of the godhead
although the father son and holy ghost are separate and distinct
individuals they are infinitely more one than separate one god
one godhead united in purpose power and glory see 2 ne 31213121

alma 1144 moro 77 and yet they are separate persons
consider the following points where the book of mormon distin-
guishes between the father and the son

I11 we pray to the father in the name of the son 2 ne 329
3 ne 1819 20 mormmorinmorrn 927 ether 415 moro 43 52 83
104

2 we worship the father in the name of the son 2 ne 2516
jacob 44 5

3 christ received powers from his father mosiah 152 3

hel 551010 11 mormmorinmorrn 75
4 christs atonement reconciles us to god alma 1233 34

moro 72226 27
5 the voices of the father and son are distinguished 2 ne

3110 15
6 the entire ministry ofchrist among the nephitesNephites and his constant

reference and deference to the father evidence their separateness
Q3 ne 11 28

in the final analysis the book of mormon is about as trinitar-
ian as the new testament bernhard lohse writes as far as the
new testament is concerned one does not find in it an actual
doctrine of the trinity it was well into the fourth century
before the doctrine of the trinity was dogmatically clarified 14 As
backman has said no one
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has located a publication such as an article appearing in a church
periodical or statement from a missionary pamphlet written by an
active latter day saint prior to the martyrdom of the prophet that
defends the traditional or popular creedal concept of the trinity
moreover there are no references in critical writings of the 1830s
including statements by apostates that joseph smith introduced in

the mid thirties the doctrine of separateness of the father and son 15

only eleven days before his death joseph smith said 1I have
always declared god to be a distinct personage jesus christ a
separate and distinct personage from god the father and the holy
ghost a distinct personage or spirit and these three constitute three
distinct personages and three gods 111616 it seems unreasonable and
out of character that joseph smith would have expounded a
doctrine that was at variance with the teachings of a book he
claimed to have received years earlier from god

THE NATURE OF GOD FROM THE LECTURES ON FAITH
TOtokingfollettKING FOLLETT

kendall white has suggested a shift in joseph smiths teach-
ings over the years regarding the nature of god from a traditional
protestant view of god as an infinite and transcendent being to a
finite being who was once a man as we are now the two key texts

for such a delineation are of course the lectures on faith
delivered to the school of the elders in the winter of 1834 35 and
the king follett sermon delivered on 7 april 1844 As to the
authorship of the lectures larry E dahl has written recently

it appears that several of the brethren participated in writing the
lectures it is clear that joseph smith and perhaps others prepared
them for publication after they were written undoubtedly the
lectures were in the words of the prophet john taylor published
with the sanction and approval of the prophet joseph smith
it would therefore seem appropriate to use quotations from the
lectures on faith and attribute the ideas principles and doctrine to
the prophet joseph 17

there are two personages the school of the elders was
instructed

who constitute the great matchless governing and supreme power
over all things by whom all things were created and made that are
created and made they are the father and the son the father
being a personage of spirit glory and power possessing all perfec-
tion and fulnessfalnessfulness the son who was in the bosom of the father a
personage of tabernacle 51 2

this is a perplexing passage that has caused some confusion and
may have contributed eventually to the decision to delete the
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lectures on faith from the doctrine and covenants in 1921 1811 the
problem lies in the fact that the prophet appears to be teaching that
god the father is a personage ofspirit while jesus is a personage
of tabernacle it is possible that joseph smith simply did not
understand the corporeal or physical nature of god at the time the
lectures on faith were delivered his knowledge of things like
that of all men and women was often incremental and his
development in understanding was therefore a line upon line
development As a result of the first vision the boy prophet knew
that the heavens were no longer sealed that satan was more than
myth or metaphor and that the father and son were separate and
distinct personages but there is no mention in any of his four
accounts of the first vision of the fact that god has a body of flesh
and bones the earliest reference to the corporeality of god seems
to come in a sermon on 5 january 1841 19 it was not until 2 april
1843 in ramus illinois that the prophet gave instructions on this
matter that are the basis for dac 13022 23 the father has a
body of flesh and bones as tangible as mans the son also but the

ghost is of 112020holy a personage spirit
it is also possible however that joseph smith did indeed

understand that god has a body but that the passage in lecture 5 has
been misunderstood what then could the phrase mean to begin
with we should note that the complete expression is not a
personage of spirit but rather a personage of spirit glory and
power this may well be intended more as a description ofgods
divine nature a statement regarding his exalted and glorified
status than of his physical being the word spirit as used for
example in moses 1 is a synonym for glory or power gods spirit
is his glory see moses 19191515 thus it is that lecture 5 later speaks
of the father and the son possessing the same mind the same
wisdom glory power and fulnessfalness filling all in all the son being
filled with the fulnessfalness of the mind glory and power or in other
words the spirit glory and power of the father possessing all
knowledge and glory 52 note that the phrase spirit glory and
power is here used to describe what makes the son one with the
father the attributes of godhood 21

it is interesting that in the catechism following lecture 5 the
response to the question what is the father is given he is a
personage of glory and of power the rather obvious omission is
any reference to the father as a personage of spirit perhaps
because to say such would be repetitious we have already estab-
lished that he is a personage of power and glory which to joseph
smith may have been exactly the same as saying he is a personage
of spirit it is also worth noting in the catechism that all of the
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scriptures cited to establish the father as a personage of power and
glory speak of his attributes and his exaltation noticeably absent
is john 424 god is a spirit and they that worship him must
worship him in spirit and truth the one passage from the bible
that might have been used to establish clearly that god is a spirit
but joseph smith would not cite this passage from the king james
bible since he had previously learned by revelation some time
between november 1831 and 16 february 1832 that this verse
required an inspired translation the hour cometh and now is
when the true worshipers shall worship the father in spirit and in
truth for the father seekethseebeth such to worship him for unto such hath
god promised his spirit and they who worship him must worship
in spirit and in truth JST john 425 26 it is possible indeed that
the inspired revision of the bible had some impact on the prophets
thought regarding the nature of god that is to say if he did not
know of the corporeality of god at the time of the first vision did
he know it by the time he had translated these verses in john22

we are indebted to milton V backman jr for bringing to
light an important document a description of mormonism by a
protestant clergyman in ohio truman coe a presbyterian minister
who had lived among the saints in kirtland for four years
published the following in the I111I1 august 1836 ohio observer
they the mormonscormonsMormons contend that the god worshiped by the

presbyteriansPresbyte rians and all other sectarianssectarians is no better than a wooden
god they believe that the true god is a material being composed
of body and parts and that when the creator formed adam in his
own image he made him about the size and shape of god him-
self 123I if a non mormon had observed as early as 1836 that the
latter day saints were teaching that god has a body it is certainly
possible that such things were known by joseph smith a yearearlier
at the time the lectures on faith were presented 24

finally joseph smiths teachings about deity in no way
suggest that god is a finite being elohim is an exalted man but he
possesses in their fulnessfalness the attributes of godhood we have no
indication whatever that joseph changed his views on gods
infinite nature between the time of the lectures on faith and the
king follett sensermonsennonnon in short I1 find no evidence to suggest that
joseph the prophet outgrew the lessons about god found in the
book of mormon for example 2 ne 920 alma 2635 moro
722 or the lectures on faith 411 19 or that he in some way
progressed beyond the notion that our father in heaven is in fact

god almighty M L davis a washington correspondent for the
new york enquirer offered this description of joseph smith in a
letter to his wife dated 6 february 1840
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my dear mary I1 went last evening to hear joe smith the cele-
brated mormon expound his doctrine 1I with several others had a
desire to understand his tenets as explained by himself he is not an
educated man but he is a plain sensible strong minded man
everything he says is said in a manner to leave an impression that he
is sincere there is no levity no fanaticism no want ofdignity in his
deportment

he commenced by saying that he knew the prejudices which
were abroad in the world against him but requested us to pay no
respect to the rumors which were in circulation respecting him or his
doctrines he was accompanied by three or four of his followers he
said 1I will state to you our belief so far as time will permit
1I believe said he that there is a god possessing all the attributes
ascribed to him by all christians ofall denominations that he reigns
over all things in heaven and on earth and that all are subject to his
power

he then spoke rationally of the attributes of divinity such as
foreknowledge mercy &cac 2511

james burgess recorded a sermon of the prophet delivered on
9 july 1843 in which joseph explains how god can be both omni-
present and at the same time a personage of tabernacle what
part of god is omnipresent joseph asked he responded it is the
spirit ofgod which proceeds from him consequently god is in the
four winds of heaven and when man receives intelligence is it not
by the spirit of godgod261116 one is able to better appreciate joseph
smiths humility before the almighty in a prayer offered on
23 august 1842

0 thou who seethseem and knoweth the hearts of all men thou eternal
omnipotent omniscient and omnipresent jehovah god thou
elohim that sittethsitteth as saith the psalmist enthroned in heaven look
down upon thy servant joseph at this time and let faith on the name
of thy son jesus christ to a greater degree than thy servant ever yet
has enjoyed be conferred upon him even the faith of elijah and let
the lamp of eternal life be lit up in his heart never to be taken away
and let the words of eternal life be poured upon the soul of thy
servant that he may know thy will thy statutes and thy command-
ments and thy judgments to do them 27

in 1842 just two years before his death the prophet explained
concerning the great god the past the present and the future
were and are with him one eternal now 112828 simply because god
has not always been god it need not follow that he is not now a
possessor of that fulnessfalness of light truth and glory that constitute him
as infinite

in the lectures on faith god is described as being the perfect
and infinite embodiment of every good attribute and virtue for
example he is said to possess a fulnessfalness of knowledge faith or
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power justice judgment mercy and truth indeed the lectures
explain that unless the saint does know and acknowledge that god
possesses these attributes in perfection he cannot exercise faith in
him unto life and salvation see lectures on faith 41 19 but
though god is absolute in the sense that he embodies and possesses
the perfections of deity he is not absolute or transcendent in the
classical creedal sense in the sense that he is unapproachable is
the wholly other beyond the reach or comprehension of finite

man rather the god described in the lectures on faith like the
god spoken ofa decade later in the king follett sermon is one who
can be known and understood who can be approached and seen
even by mortal man lecture 2 declares

let us here observe that after any portion of the human family are
made acquainted with the important fact that there is a god who has
created and does uphold all things the extent of their knowledge
respecting his character and glory will depend upon their diligence
and faithfulness in seeking after him until like enoch the brother of
jared and moses they shall obtain faith in god and power with him
to behold him face to face 455

lecture 5 teaches that man can become a joint heir a coinheritor
with christ to all that the father has further he can through the
spirit become one with the father and the son be transformed
into the same image or likeness of him who fills all in all thus
as the son partakes of the fullness of the father through the spirit

so the saints are by the same spirit to be partakerspartakers of the same
fullness to enjoy the same glory for as the father and the son are
one so in like manner the saints are to be one in them 52 3 in
short the god of the lectures on faith is one who desires to glorify
his children and make them even as he is

MAN DIVINE OR DEPRAVED

in writing of the orthodox mormon view of human nature
0 kendall white observes that if traditional mormonismsMormonisms con-
cept of god deviates from classical christianity its assessment of
human nature is an even more radical departure further he claims
that traditional mormon optimism is not limited to the denial of
human contingency it is boldly expressed in the claim that human
nature is basically good that an individual is a god in embryo 2919

then describing what he has labeled the mormon orthodoxneoorthodoxneo
position he writes although acknowledging the fall as necessary
for human exaltation mormon orthodoxyneoorthodoxyneo typically emphasizes
the negative consequences of the fall by adopting such language
as carnalcarrialcannal man and evils of the flesh
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since mormon neoorthodoxorthodoxneo theologians work within the context of
mormon metaphysics their concept of the human predicament is not
identical with catholic or protestant doctrines of original sin they
accept the traditional mormon belief in the innocence of infants and
perceive the fall as having at least some positive consequences
disclaimers to the contrary mormon neoorthodoxyorthodoxyneo comes close to
traditional christian doctrines of human nature though without
abandoning important traditional mormon beliefs 3010

As early as his translation of the book of mormonmonnon joseph
smith knew that adams was a fortunate fall that adam and
eves action in the garden of eden was as much a part of the
foreordainedforeordained plan as the atonement of christ 2 ne 222 25 in
addition the prophet recorded in his inspired translation ofgenesis
november december 1830 that god had forgiven adam and eve

of their transgression in the garden that the son of god hath
atoned for original guilt at the same time and in the same
revelation the lord made it clear that inasmuch as thy children
are conceived in sin even so when they begin to grow up sin
conceivethconceiveth in their hearts moses 653 55 that is to say joseph
smith learned and taught that there was no original sin and that
man does have the power to choose good in mortality he also
learned from the book of mormon see mosiah 161 3 alma
2214 ether 32 and his bible translation however that there are
real and noticeable effects of the fall

modem scripture forcefully attests that those who take advan-
tage of the atonement of christ thereby rise above a carnalcamalcamai and
fallen state but those who love satan more than god who choose
to come out in open rebellion against god and his ways are
carnal sensual devilish enemies to god see mosiah 318 19
161 3 dac 2020 moses 513 we have no indication that
joseph smith either in private conversations or in public discourse
ever taught doctrine or expounded positions different from those
found in the scripture that came through him on some occasions
he spoke of the nobility of man and on others of the fallen nature of
man the situation the circumstances the audience and the
specific point to be made were factors in determining what aspect
of the doctrine of god man and salvation the prophet chose to lay
stress upon for example M L davis the newspaperman
mentioned above summarized the prophets teachings on man and
the fall as follows

1I believe in the fall of man as recorded in the bible I1 believe that
god foreknewforeknowforeknew everything but did not foreordain everything I1 deny
that foreordain and foreknow is the same thing he foreordainedforeordained the
fall of man but all merciful as he is he foreordainedforeordained at the same
time a plan for redemption for all mankind I1 believe in the divinity
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of jesus christ and that he died for the sins ofall men who in adam
had fallen he then entered into some details the result of which
tended to show his total unbelief of what is termed original sin he
believes that it is washed away by the blood of christ and that it no
longerexistslonger exists As a anecessarynecessary consequence he believes that we are all
bomborn pure and undefiled that all children dying at an early age say
eight years not knowing good from evil were incapable of sinning
and that all such assuredly go to heaven 1I believe said he that a
man is a moral responsible free agent that although it was fore
ordained he should fall and be redeemed yet after the redemption it
was not foreordainedforeordained that he should again sin 31

some three and a half years later joseph explained in nauvoo that

after god had created the heavens and the earth he came down on the
sixth day and said let us make man in our own image in whose
image in the image of the gods created they them male and
female innocent harmless and spotless bearing the same charac-
ter and the same image as the gods and when man fell he did not lose
his image but his character still retained the image of his maker 32

having sifted through these remarks one might be prone to
conclude that joseph smith believed and taught only that man was
noble and godlike to draw such a conclusion however would be
to ignore the prophets teachings on the other side of the issue and
thus to misrepresent his whole theological view for example in a
letter to his wife emma on 13 october 1832 joseph wrote

this day I1 have been walking through the most splendid part of the
city of new york the buildings are truly great and wonderful to the
astonishment of every beholder and the language of my heart is like
this can the great god of all the earth maker of all things magnifi-
cent and splendid be displeased with man for all these great inven-
tions sought out by them my answer is no he cannot be seeing
these works are calculated to make men comfortable wise and
happy

but then the prophet went on to say

therefore not for the works can the lord be displeased only against
man is the anger of the lord kindled because they give him not the
glory therefore their iniquities shall be visited upon their heads and
their works shall be burned up with unquenchable fire the iniquity
of the people is printed in every countenance and nothing but the
dress of the people makes them look fair and beautiful all is
deformity there is something in every countenance that is disagree-
able with few exceptions oh how long 0 lord shall this order of
things exist and darkness cover the earth and gross darkness cover the
people when I1 reflect upon this great city like ninevah not
discerning their right hand from their left yea more than two
hundred thousand souls my bowels are filled with compassion
towards them and I1 am determined to lift up my voice in this city and
leave the event with god who holdethgoldeth all things in his hands 33
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in 1843 the prophet declared simply that there is one thing under
the sun which I1 have learned and that is that the righteousness of
man is sin 34 in the same year he said 1 I do not think there have
been many good men on the earth since the days ofadam but there
was one good man and his name was jesus 113135

joseph smith denied that man was by nature because of the
fall a morally depraved creature he did not believe that adams
46 sin was entailed upon his posterity through conception or birth
but he did teach that we live in a fallen sphere that man is
conceived into a world of sin and that we have an obligation to
respond to the enticingsenticings of the holy spirit put off the natural man
through the atonement of christ and be redeemed from and rise
above the state of things on earth

SALVATION BY GRACE OR BY WORKS

kendall white claims that because of an optimistic assess-
ment of human nature traditional mormonism does not empha-
size the grace of god

in contrast with orthodox preachers who quote pauls by grace are
ye saved most mormonscormons rely more on jamess faith without works
is dead there is a significant absence of pauline theology in
traditional Monnonmormonismism though mormonscormons often quote paul
mormonscormons do quote pauls moral exhortations but typically
reinterpret his concept of grace to mean that humanity will be
physically resurrected through the gracious act of god

the traditional mormonmonnon doctrine of salvation is set apart from
classical christianity by its emphasis on merit and insistence upon
the perfectabilityperfectibilityperfectability of the individual individuals must participate in
various sacraments such as baptism receiving the holy spirit and
temple endowments must obtain the necessary secsecularularandand religious
knowledge and must develop the requisite moral character to
become like god in contrast with classical christianity mormonism
emphasizes human rather than divine responsibility 3616

mormon orthodoxyneoorthodoxyneo on the other hand is characterized
according to white by

an apparent lack ofconcern for the gradual development ofofcharactercharacter
through the performance ofgood works its doctrine ofsalvation
requires a sudden permanent and total regeneration of human
nature moral behavior is secondary to a surrender of will
through spiritual rebirth the central task for the sinner is to put off
the natural man and become a saint through the atonement of
christ 37

if traditional mormonism is defined in terms of what many
persons in the church believe then one might agree with whites
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conclusion it may well be that too many mormonscormons are possessed
of a works righteousness mentality but if traditional mormon-
ism is defined in terms of the doctrines found in the scriptures
delivered through joseph smith then whites thesis is seriously
flawed the book of mormon stresses that there is no flesh that
can dwell in the presence of god save it be through the merits and
mercy and grace of the holy messiah 2 ne 28 there was no
question in the minds of the nephite prophets that salvation
meaning exaltation or eternal life the book of mormon does not

make a distinction between the two was free freely available to
all through the atoning sacrifice of jesus christ see 2 ne 24 8
grace is definitely a central issue in the book of mormon the
prophets declared repeatedly that in the end mans merits cannot
deliver him from death and hell but rather he mustmusi rely wholly
upon the merits of him who is mighty to save see 2 ne 3119
alma 2213 14 24241010 moro 63 4

yet one cannot conclude categorically that the teachings of
the book of mormon and of the early latter day saints were of
grace alone works of righteousness receiving the ordinances of
salvation and enduring faithfully to the end were seen as essential
to salvation note the following statements from the book of
mormon

and it came to pass that I1 nephi said unto them his brothers that
it the river of filthy water inin lehisgehis dream was a representation of
things both temporal and spiritual for the day should come that they
must be judgedbejudged of their works yea even the works which were done
by the temporal body in their days of probation 1 I1 ne 1532

I1 say unto you alma speaking to the people ofofzarahemlazarahemlal can you
imagine to yourselves that ye hear the voice of the lord saying unto
you in that day come unto me ye blessed for behold your works
have been the works of righteousness upon the face of the earth
alma 516 see also v 41

therefore prepare ye the way of the lord for the time is at hand that
all men shall reap a reward of their works according to that which
they have been if they have been righteous they shall reap the
salvation of their souls according to the power and deliverance of
jesus christ and if they have been evil they shall reap the damnation
of their souls according to the power and captivation of the devil
alma 928

and it is requisite with thejusticethe justice ofgod that men should be bejudgedjudged
according to their works and iftheirworkstheir works were good in this life and
the desires of their hearts were good that they should also at the last
day be restored unto that which is good

and if their works are evil they shall be restored unto them for
evil therefore all things shall be restored to their proper order
aimaalma4l3alma 4134413 4
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too often we fail to recognize the invaluable reconciliation of the
grace works issue in the book of mormon stated simply grace is
a necessary but insufficient condition works is a necessary but
insufficient condition the works of man those things we can do
when coupled with the grace ofgod those things only the lord can
do are sufficient for salvation see 2 ne 2523 moro 1032 38

it is misleading to suggest that joseph smith and the saints
forsook the doctrine of salvation by grace in favor of a view of
exaltation by works I1 know of no place in the prophets sermons
where he dismisses or lessens the importance of the grace of christ
or where he stresses the works of man to the exclusion of the
redemptive labors of the lord in fact he cautioned the leadership
of the church in nauvoo against pride and self sufficiency

when the twelve or any other witness of jesus christ stands before
the congregations of the earth and they preach in the power and
demonstration of the holy ghost and the people are astonished and
confounded at the doctrine and say that that man has preached a
powerful discourse a great sermon then let that man or those men
take care that they do not ascribe the glory unto themselves but be
careful that they are humble and ascribe the praise and glory to god
and the lamb for it is by the power of the holy priesthood and the
holy ghost that they have power thus to speak what art thou 0 man
but dust and from whom hasthasti thou received thy power and
blessings but from godgod39

the inspired translation of romans 416 points up the mandatory
union of divine assistance and individual deeds therefore ye are
justified of faith and works through grace to the end the promise
might be sure to all the seed

A final comment is in order regarding kendall whites
description of the orthodoxneoorthodoxneo position as one which has an
apparent lack of concern for the gradual development of character
through the performance of good works and instead requires a
sudden permanent and total regeneration ofhuman nature bruce
R mcconkie designated by white as being neoorthodoxorthodoxneo in his
views expressed the following ideas about sudden regeneration
and gradual development in 1968

A person may get converted in a moment miraculously that is what
happened to alma the younger he had been baptized in his youth
he had been promised the holy ghost but he had never received it
he was too worldy wise he went off with the sons of mosiah to
destroy the church alma was in this state and then this occasion
occurred when a new light came into his soul when he was changed
from his fallen and carnalcamalcamai state to a state of righteousness in his
instance the conversion was miraculous in the snap of a finger
almost but that is not the way it happens with most people with
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most people conversion is a process and it goes step by step degree
by degree level by level from a lower state to a higher from grace
tograceto grace until thetimetheotimethe time that the individual is wholly turned to the cause
of righteousness now this means that an individual overcomes one
sin today and another sin tomorrow he perfects his life in one field
now and in another field later on and the conversion process goes
on until it is completed until we become literally as the book of
mormon says saints of god instead of natural inenmen 40

some eight years later elder mcconkie talked in similar terms
about being bom again

we say that a man has to be bomborn again meaning that he has to die as
pertaining to the unrighteous things in the world but that doesnt
happen in an instant suddenly that is a process being bomborn again
is a gradual thing except in a few isolated instances that are so
miraculous that they get written up in the scriptures As far as the
generality of the members of the church are concerned we are bomborn
again by degrees and we are bomborn again to added light and added
knowledge and added desires for righteousness as we keep the
commandments 41

WHO WHAT IS ORTHODOX

I1 wrote my doctoral dissertation at a university in the south-
east under the direction of a former presbyterian minister now a
scholar of some repute in the field of religion in america and one
quite familiar with the history of the LDS church when he finished
reading the first draft of my dissertation a study of the expanding
concept of zion in mormon theology he pushed the papers to the
center of the long seminar table where we were working and said
bob I1 dont think you are making your points strongly enough

I1 asked what he meant and he offered observations to the following
effect

the mormon position in the religious world is stronger than I1 think
you realize you people are able to pull off something that no other
religious group has been able to do you are able to reconcile the
irreconcilable the LDS faith is able to effect the union ofthe priestly
and the prophetic the static and the dynamic elements ofreligion
you hold tightly to the beliefs and rites of ancient israel and first
century christianity with one hand and reach into the future through
continuing revelation with the other thats quite a feat no one else
has been able to do it

he then suggested that I1 write with a bit more confidence and
defend our position on particular matters with the zeal that had
characterized joseph and brigham and the early saints I1 was both
shamed and instructed and the lesson has been taken to heart
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one meets with great difficulty in categorizing or rubricizingrubric izing
joseph smith the mormon prophet or for that matter mormonism
as a whole was he a liberal thinker was he conservative do we
take a literal or a figurative view of scripture because of our
access to prophetic vision and revelation it is nearly impossible to
classify or even describe mormonism adequately through already
established creeds or labels some models may be temporarily
helpful in comparing and contrasting mormonism with other social
or religious phenomena but when we force the phenomena to fit the
model we may end up with a caricature rather than a characteriza-
tion

it is not so easy to determine what is traditional or ortho-
dox mormonism orthodoxy has to do with a straight and proper
walk with appropriate beliefs and practices in our case it may or
may not be a course charted by joseph smith or brigham young or
some church leader of the past some who claim to be orthodox on
the basis of following the teachings of brother joseph for
example members of polygamous cults are not in harmony with
the churchschurche constituted authorities and are therefore not orthodox
when the prophet joseph smith was martyredmartyred president harold

B lee said in 1964 there were many saints who died spiritually
with joseph so it was when brigham young died so it was when
john taylortay lor died we have some today willing to believe some-
one who is dead and gone and to accept his words as having more

than the words of 11242authority a living authority today
in a meeting of the council of fifty held on 10 march 1844

joseph smith gave an assignment to revise the constitution of the
united states so as to make it the voice of jehovah later in the
week john taylor as a representative of a special committee of
three responded that no progress had been made toward the
preparation of a constitution for the kingdom of god the prophet
acknowledged that he knew of the impossibility of drafting such a
document he had approached god in prayer and received the
following direction ye are my constitution and I1 am your god
and ye are my spokesmen therefore from henceforth keep my
commandments 1143114143 in the church orson pratt explained in
commenting on this revelation we take the law of god and his
priesthood as the constitution of his church here in this council
we have a living constitution not a written one which we must
conform to 44 the church is to be governed by current daily
revelation are we then orson pratt asked on a later occasion to
be governed in all respects by those limited things that we were
governed by in our childhood will there be no change of circum-
stances yes he answered but these will all be in accordance
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with the development made by the progress of the kingdom
new circumstances require new power new knowledge new
additions new strength 4541 to fix ourselves too tightly to the words
of a past prophet leader even joseph smith is to approximate
the mindsetmindret of certain fundamentalist protestant groups who reject
modem divine communication in the name of allegiance to the
final infallible and complete word of god found between the
covers of the bible creeds and categories and constitutions often
prove to be more confining than comforting

it was in nauvoo in 18411841 during the zenith ofhis ministry and
only three years before his death that joseph smith made his now
famous statement that the book of mormon is the most correct of
any book on earth and the keystone of our religion 114146 it would
seem that by that time in his life he could speak not only with
authority but also with perspective after having received hundreds
of revelations from god after having seen numerous visions and
preached a myriad of doctrinal sermons surely the prophet was in
a position to be able to place the book of mormon and its
doctrines in a proper theological context only the night before his
martyrdom

hyrum smith read and commented upon extracts from the book of
mormon on the imprisonments and deliverance of the servants of
god for the gospels sake joseph bore a powerful testimony to the
guards of the divine authenticity of the book of mormon the
restoration of the gospel the administration of angels and that the
kingdom of god was again established upon the earth 47

such a scene certainly bespeaks more than sentimental attachment
on the part of the prophet to the scriptural record that had come
through his instrumentality almost two decades earlier

kendall white is correct in detecting a movement afloat in
mormonism in the latter part of the twentieth century it is a
movement toward a more thoroughly redemptive base to our
theology but a movernelovernemovementnt that is in harmony with the teachings of
the book of mormon and one that may be long overdue 4841 these
recent developments may represent more of a retrenchment and a
refinement than a reversion I1 believe that few things portend a
more ominous future for us than to fail to take seriously the book
of mormon and the redemptive theology set forth therein the only
real crisis to fear would be attempts to build mormonism upon
any other foundation
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hotblood

what a horse medio could have been
sixteen hands eleven fifty
and grandson of man o war
on his fathers side
red sorrel with two white feet
and a star
A coat as fine as mouse fur
that rippled over thoroughbred lean

foaledcoaled in montana as a remount
rough broke at three
then turned out to grass
when the cavalry quit buying

he was five when he came to me
gaunt from the railroad car
and hotblood wild more untameableuntakeableuntameable
than any desert caught mustang

I1 was sixteen
and thought I1 knew my horses
from a welsh pony
and a morgan hambletonian cross
I1 knew about gentling them down
with grain and curry comb
and snubbing to a tame horse
and riding on plowed ground
and holding their heads up
so they couldnt buck

but it wasnt enough

I1 lost count of the times
he pulled his head loose
and threw me off



and he ran away with me
two miles on a paved road
running like the leader in a race
paying no attention
to my seesawing the reins
until he was stopped by a brick wall

once we put him in a chute
to check his feet
and he kicked at one of us
and ripped his velvet hide
on a projecting nail
and then frantic he kicked again
and again and again
until the leg was ruined
and he had to be destroyed

ive known men like that

john S harris

john S harris is a professor of english at brigham young university



science and theology A search
for the uncommon denominator

A lester alienallenailen

students in elementary math learn that to add fractions they
must find a common denominator adding 130 14 is difficult
until the fractions are changed so they have the common denomi-
nator of 12 130 412 14 312342 and 412442 312 712 the
common denominator helps put together incompatible numbers or
concepts

scholars have found it difficult to add science and theology
because they lack a common denominator the scientists theories
of evolution and the theologians revelations of mans creation
could not be integrated harmoniously into a single acceptable
narrative because of the absence of a unifying concept this essay
relates my prolonged search for such a common denominator a
search that had its origin in the assumption that truths from science
and from theology ought to blend or at least ought not to conflict
with each other

when I1 first came to BYU in 1954 1I was surprised to
discover a feud in the university concerning creation and evolu-
tion its rootsextendedroots extended back half a century and even included
some leading figures in the church in general those with
scientific training tended to favor at least some aspects of
evolution while those who were not trained in the sciences
werepronewere prone to reject evolution feelings often ran high and
accusations of stupidity or lack of testimony sparked heated
debates I1 was disappointed that such a feud existed I1 knew that
all truths originate with the lord and are mutually supportive I1

was confident that science and technology had good track
records for unraveling and applying truths of the natural world I1
saw in light bulbs plastic bags and electronic calculators the
handiwork of god I1 also had faith in the revelations of god to his
authorized prophets and had witnessed the divine guidance of his
children

A lester alienallenailen is a professor emeritus of zoology and former dean of the college of biological and
agricultural sciences at brigham young university
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of course I1 was aware that there were some misinterpreted
facts and false theories of science as well as false doctrines and
uninspired misinterpretations of scripture but I1 was confident that
earnest scholars who were well trained in science and also qualified
to receive divine guidance could identify and sort out the truths and
piece them together as a beautiful comprehensive jigsaw puzzle
this would involve synthesizing evolution the ancient story of
our planet written in the rocks with creation the scriptural
account of mans premortal origin and advent on the earth I1 knew
there were latter day saint scholars who were well qualified for
this task such as the former geologist apostle james E talmage
and the late eminent henry eyring I1 wondered why they hadnt
provided an acceptable synthesis and perhaps I1 should have been
content to accept their efforts but I1 was encouraged by their
optimistic attitude toward gods continuing revelations of the
natural world and his divine guidance of the prophets I1 was also
bold enough to think I1 could search for a common denominator and
an acceptable synthesis I1 was spurred on in this self appointed task
by statements from presidents of the church that seemed to indicate
there was still room for creative thought on these topics david 0
mckay once declared on the subject of organic evolution the
church has officially taken no position spencer W kimball
said the creators breathed into their nostrils the breath of life and
man and woman became living souls we dont know exactly how
their coming into this world happened and when were able to
understand it the lord will tell us 21I1 hoped I1 would soon be able
to understand it and that the lord would then tell me

As I1 continued to study science and theology and scientists
and theologians opinions I1 came to feel that we only needed
improved learning and communication to share our common
truths after all scientists could receive revelation and theo-
logians could be logical couldnt they I1 looked for missing links
and even forged some myself attempting to weld together some of
the disparate evidence

As a theistic evolutionist I1 stood on what I1 assumed was
middle ground of debated issues such as the origin of the physical
bodies of adam and eve theme scriptural descriptions of adams
entry into mortality did not seem to relate well to the physical record
displayed in the fossils and cultural artifacts for example the lord
told moses that adam presumably around 4000 BC became a
living soul the first flesh upon the earth the first man also moses
37 yet anthropologists and archaeologists had cultural evidences
extending back thousands of years I1 thought the issue could be
resolved ifwe could just stretch the interpretations of the scriptures
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it seemed most reasonable to me that the earth with its plant and
animal life had evolved that the evolution story was generally
correct in the meantime the creation of our spirit bodies was
performed in the spirit world for 1I the lord god created all
things of which I1 have spoken spiritually before they were
naturally upon the face of the earth moses 35 then came the
creation of adam and eve and their placement in the garden of
eden as paradisiacal beings see abr 57 8 from the garden they
fell involving a change from the paradisiacal immortal condition
to the mortality of this world perhaps a reversal of the process of
translation of the apostle john and the three nephitesNephites

another divisive issue was whether the holy writ indicated
there was death of any living thing before the fall of adam even
apostles of the church were divided on this issue some felt that
lehi implied there was no death before the fall when he said and
now behold if adam had not transgressed he would not have
fallen but he would have remained in the garden of eden and all
things which were created must have remained in the same state in
which they were after they were created and they must have
remained forever and had no end 2 ne 222 but I1 agreed with
elder talmage who wrote these organisms lived and died age
after age while the earth was yet unfit for human habitation 1133

1I thought the word state might have been used by lehi to
mean that all things god had created remained in a state of
ineligibility for the resurrection unless adam fell from immortal-
ity to mortality and thus became subject to death so it seemed to
me that harmony could be achieved at least in the latter day saint
community if we would accept some concepts and reject others
according to my interpretations

but my proposals didnt settle anything scientists felt
my allowance for the supernatural was an escape from reality
believers thought my testimony was shaky As joseph fielding
smith said the theistic evolutionist is a weak kneed and
unbelieving religionist who is constantly apologizing for the
miracles of the scriptures and who does not believe in the divine
mission of jesus christ 4

and so the debate continued I1 started to wonder if the
differing points of view would ever be reconciled but how could
they not be god was the creator of the earth and all the creatures
that produced the fossils he also created our spirits and the mortal
bodies in which they were placed the record interpreted in the
rocks seemed to reveal truths as did the interpretations ofscripture
the different stories of our origin and history should have been
mutually supportive then why was there not more concordance
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after pondering on these issues for many years I1 have come
to believe that the origin of the debate lies in the fact that the mind
has two different processing systems knowledge from reason and
knowledge from revelation dont follow the same tracks reason
and logic employ the temporal mind whereas revelation and faith
employ the spirit mind our rational mind allows us to know facts
but revelation to the spirit mind lets us feel knowledge we can
prove facts to others but knowledge of revelation can be accepted
by others only on faith it isnt always logical the two kinds of
knowledge use mental tools that are not interchangeable and they
have no common denominator that would allow their synthesis

yet the ultimate source of all truth is the lord and this can
serve as an uncommon denominator when a prophet needs direc-
tion for the church or when a distraught mother is entitled to divine
guidance for her child the lord transmits information to the
qualified soul likewise when the lord needs to enlighten the
world with a new truth perhaps an invention to help set the stage
for the millennium a seeking prepared mind receives a sudden
insight much of the time what is called insight seems to be only

the intelligent application of natural processes in the mind but the
lord may also use this vehicle ofmental enlightenment at times for
his own purposes brigham young said god has revealed all the
truth that is now in the possession of the world whether it be
scientific or religious the whole world are under obligation to him
for what they know and enjoy they are indebted to him for it all and
I1 acknowledge him in all things 1155

the ways in which the two kinds of knowledge are tested for
their validity are also profoundly different the principle of a new
invention may be passed on to others using only reason and logic
without prayer or further divine intervention but the truth of a
revelation to one person can only be accepted by another as a matter
of faith we may believe that the prophet has received a revelation
but if we want to know its truth for ourselves we must seek our own
divine assurance an experience of the temporal mind can be
directly transferred to another person by reason whereas an
experience of the spirit mind must come through the intervention
of the holy spirit faith alone will not generate an understanding
of temporal events as effectively as reason does and revelation
does not unfold to logical analysis furthermore the dualism of the
mind seems to create a barrier to mutual understanding especially
between those who rely principally on reason and those who rely on
revelation for their understanding

this may help us more clearly understand the causes of the
debate between evolutionists and creationists the concepts and
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evidence for evolution are processed with rational tools while
gods divine acts in the creation are comprehended through the
spirit the rational mind can know about gods dealings but
cannot know their reality on the other hand gaining knowledge of
the fossil record is rational not an act of spiritual faith thus we
have two distinct systems of perceiving and assimilating knowl-
edge they do not have a common denominator and therefore cant
easily be combined but they do have an uncommon denominator
both knowledges have a divine origin this gives us the assurance
that they do they must somehow work together yet it still may
not be easy to see how they blend

perhaps we should not expect an understanding of how the
two separate stories of evolution and creation one read in nature
and the other in scripture relate to one another they probably
describe different events they have been obtained through differ-
ent media and are interpreted through our different minds but it is
my firm conviction resulting from both reason and revelation that
they are not mutually exclusive through the use of the uncommon
denominator they will eventually be harmonized in the meantime
we keep trying to fit the pieces of the puzzle together we may hope
to be able to do this at a time in the future when the lord shall
reveal things of the earth by which it was made and the
purpose and the end thereofd&cthereof dacd&c 10132 33

in addition to mind dualism there is another barrier to
harmonizing information from science with that from theology
we have some restrictions of our perception of reality our mortal
minds are limited to the extent that we can comprehend only certain
aspects of matter space energy and time

what is the nature of matter or substance A solid table is
made of minuscule atoms whose ultimate nature is still largely
unknown which evidently are mostly empty space containing
extremely tiny particles and electrical charges ifwe could view the
table from the dimension of subatomic particles we would see that
solid matter is almost entirely empty space

A consideration of other states of matter paradisiacal
celestial and spirit matter is even more overwhelming joseph
smith said all spirit is matter but it is more fine or pure
dacd&c 1317 the heavens and their angels apparently exist in
states of matter that cannot even be discerned with our vision

the nature of space is related to matter the mortal mind
cannot fathom space that is infinitely large or infinitesimally small
our perception of space is related to our size if we were a million
miles tall or as small as an electron our view of reality would be
much different than it now is
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further our perception of space is limited to three dimen-
sions but perhaps there are more in edward abbots delightful
little book flatland 6 the inhabitants perceive only two dimensions
objects have length and breadth but no height if your body were
to pass through their flat plane of existence they would see only a
circle or oval section of you viewed from its edge they would not
know that there was more of you up and down from their plane
because up and down would be inconceivable an adventurous
flatlander escapes into spacelandspicelandSpaceland and discovers the wonderful
reality of three dimensional objects on his return to flatlandmatlandratBatland he
tries to describe what he has seen but the others cannot compre-
hend his experience and refuse even to consider the possibility of
a third dimension the adventurer later encounters Lineland
whose inhabitants view of objects is limited to only one dimen-
sion from the points they occupy along a line they can only
see forward or backward linelandersLinelanders would see only one line
of you they cannot conceive of there being a second dimension
and angrily reject flatlander when he describes it later when
flatlander asks a three dimensional spacelanderSpacelander to consider the
existence of a fourth dimension the latter flies into a rage back
home in flatland our adventurer tries to teach his countrymen of
a three dimensional world but they think he is insane and put him
in an institution

are we as smug in our three dimensional world as the
flatlandersFlatlanders in theirs perhaps the lord operates in more dimen-
sions than we can envision if we will acknowledge that he could
it becomes less compelling for us to demand to know all of his
works then we need not try to force the descriptions of his
activities in spiritual or paradisiacal kingdoms into our limited
finite models

consider the properties of time its onward flow seems to be
one of the constants in our existence but let us use our imagina-
tions to change time as we look at our world through the eyes of
visitors from two other realms minim is from a planet where ten
thousand of his years are compressed into one second of our
time suppose he comes into our world where you sit by a tree
tossing rocks into a pond he would find everything absolutely
motionless and conclude in all recorded history nothing has
changed everything is absolutely still this creature called man
has never breathed or had a heartbeat the water is standing in
stationary waves A leaf and a bird are suspended in the air gravity
is different here chronos comes from another strange planet
where one of his seconds is ten thousand years of our time
how would he see the same scene by the time he sat down taking
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sixty thousand of our years to do so the pond and forest would
have vanished you would be invisible to him since your entire
lifespan would be less than 1100 of one of his seconds the earth
would be a dangerous place for him undulating as mountains are
built up and worn down in minutes the time concepts of these
imaginary beings provide different perspectives of what we call
reality

let our imaginations carry us further what would it be like
if time were to have another dimension our time seems one
dimensional linear it comes from the past and extends through
the present into the future perhaps in gods view or in the spirit
world there exist added dimensions of time A line has only one
dimension no matter how long it is when viewed from the end the
second dimension it occupies only a point perhaps our infinitude
of time eternity occupies only a point as the lord sees it at
least the lord need not be restricted by our mortal perception of
time alma said all is as one day with god and time only is
measured unto man alma 408 neal A maxwell discussing
gods foreknowledge of all events in our world stated the past
present and future are before god simultaneously even though
we do not understand how god does not live in the dimension
of time as we do in ways which are not clear to us he actually
sees rather thanthanforeseesforesees the future 7

in addition to matter space and time another unknowable
is energy we dont fully understand electricity even though we
have learned to harness and use it another form of energy that
completely eludes our perception is priesthood the energy we use
when doing gods work we see manifestations of priesthood
power as miraculous events and do not demand a complete under-
standing As we try to understand the complete physical and
spiritual world around us we must remember that god is not
limited to the reality we can perceive

now back to the story of my search for an official BYU
position that would settle the arguments about evolution and
creation after some struggle I1 decided to ask the lord how the
separate stories relate to each other even though I1 was surrounded
by those superior to me scientifically as well as spiritually I1 was
brash enough to hope the lord would assist me in finding an
answer after personal preparation I1 petitioned the lord and asked
what is the answer there came clearly into my mind the

statement there is an answer I1 didnt learn what the answer is
but it is reassuring to know that it all fits together I1 have come to
realize that I1 dont need to know the answer now possibly I1

couldnt understand it if I1 had it
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my awareness of the uncommon denominator for reason
and revelation for science and theology for evolution and crea-
tion has changed me from one who thinks he knows to one who
knows he doesnt know from a position of hesitant uncertainty
to one of admitted ignorance I1 have developed a great apprecia-
tion for the unknown while I1 dont know what I1 dont know at
least I1 am coming to realize that I1 dont know what I1 dont know
As de hartog wrote life and the universe are not only much more
complicated than thou thinkestthinnestthinkest they are more complicated than
thou canstcanet think 1188
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mormonscormons should become democrats sunstone 12 may 1988
22 30

fallows J M the world beyond salt lake city work of american
missionaries US news and world report 104 2 may 1988 67

feliz antonio A out of the bishops closet A call to heal ourselves
each other and our world san francisco aurora press 1988

fogg brian vegetarianism my celebration of abundance sunstone
12 november 1988 9

foote jennifer arizonasArizonas holy war newsweek I111I1 1 I1 february 1988
28

goates delbert D from playpensPlaypens to proving grounds salt lake city
bookcraft 1988

heinerman john the mormon corporate empire the eye opening
report on the church audits political andfinancialagendaand financial agenda boston
beacon press 1988

hicks michael the possessed sunstone 12 september 1988 35 36
hill james M and richard L popp toward A mormon cuisine A

lightheartedlight hearted inquiry into the cultural significance of food
sunstone 12 may 1988 33 35

holland jeffrey R A school in zion thoughts on the mission and
purpose of brigham young university provo brigham young
university 1988

holt ronald L beneath these red cliffs the utah paiutes and
paternalistic dependency phd diss university of utah 1987

hooper douglas A and J lynn england single females in rural
energy impacted counties the effects of rapid growth and a male
marriage market squeeze rural sociology 53 spring 1988
87 95

howard richard P why were scholars misled what can we leamlearn
from thisniswis dialogue 21 summer 1988 146 48

humphrey theodore C and lin T humphrey we gather together
food and festival in american life ann arbor mich university
microfilms international 1988

israels mormon college christian century 105 20 july 1988 666
jenkins carricamcarrl P very japanese BYU today 42 november 1988

28 2939 41
jenkins tom benson took on another mormon editor & publisher

121 23 april 1988 133 34
jensen jay E the effect of initial mission field training on missionary

proselyting skills edd diss brigham young university 1988
jensen K C deductabilitydeductibilityDeductability of payments to mormon missionaries

paper submitted to advanced legal writing seminar law 604
J reuben clarkdarkmark law school brigham young university fall
1988
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jensen richard J freedom ofexpression the mormonscormons for ERA free
speech yearbook 1988 1 13

johnson barry L james T duke susan eberley and deborah hunt
sartain wives employment status and marital happiness of
religious couples review of religiousofreligious research 29 march 1988
259 70

jolley terry V church education system book of mormonmonnon
student competencies masters thesis brigham young univer-
sity 1988

jones garth if only it were that simple sunstone 12 november
1988 7 8

jones michael owen michael dane moore and richard christopher
snyder eds inside organization understanding the human dimen-
sion newbury park calif sage publications 1988

judd daniel K ronald D bingham and richard N williams agentive
theory as therapy an outcome study association of mormon
counsellorsCounsellors and psychotherapists journal 14 1988 37 54

kelen leslie G and sandra T fuller eds the other utahnsutahna A photo-
graphic portfolio salt lake city university of utah press 1988

kerr rolfe one mans conviction this people 9 spring 1988
30 31

kershaw ronald G AIDS leprosy and disease the christian
response sunstone 12 may 1988 6 7

knowlton david hidden saints sunstone 12 july 1988 40404141

the mystery of conversion sunstone 12 march 1988 39 40
kraut ogden the singerswappSinger Swapp siege revelation or retaliation

sunstone 12 november 1988 10 17

lake david taylor theme effects of self evaluation and teacher
evaluation on missionary trainees phd diss brigham young
university 1987

lawrence M student and parental rights in education the hatch
amendment vital speeches of the day 54 15 june 1988 5395394444

lee robert W when democrats say that we spend too little for
welfare conservative digest 14 july 1988 103 10

lee thomas R N jean kobayashi and gerald R adams family
influences on adolescent development in non problematic LDS
families AMCAP journal 141419881988 15 29

leforetdeforetLeforet pierre ce mormon heureuxr5gneheureux ragne sur ses quatre Fernfemmesmes
figaro magazine 16 april 1988 106 11

lewis robert E mark W fraser and peter J pecora religiosity among
indochinese refugees in utah journal for the scientific study of
religion 27 june 1988 272 83

linden E the return of the patriarch family ofpolygamist john singer
in standoff with police time 131 1 february 1988 21

lindsey robert A gathering of saints A true story of money murder
and deceit new york simon and schuster 1988

mcallister jeanie the miracle makers this people 9 winter 1988
32 39
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mcconkie oscar walter how to reduce malpractice exposure
journal of collegium aesculapiumaesculapius winter 1988 12 15

maceoin gary US based sects in latin america witness 67 may
1984 12 14

mcgavin brian C business ethics along the wasatch front sunstone
12 september 1988 7

mallamo paul douglas sonia johnson and my journey with dissent
sunstone 12 september 1988 8 9

monaghan peter northwest nazarene fires coach citing his
religion chronicle of higher education 35 16 november 1988

a38
mormonscormonsMormons grow christian century 105 4 may 1988 448448949

murdock tom social dancing alive and growing at BYU dancing
USA 6 august september 1988 4 5

naifeh steven W the mormon murders A true story ofgreedofgreed forgery
deceit and death new york weidenfeld and nicolson 1988

nelson ronda L A study of preventive health education as an inter-
vention in child sexual abuse masters thesis university of utah
1987

nielsen T john an analysis of the brain dominance profiles of
selected LDS seminary teachers and students in the salt lake
south area of the CES in 1987 edd diss brigham young
university 1988

obanion joy A the convert as a social type A critical assessment
of the snow machalek conversion typology as applied to british
mormon converts masters thesis brigham young university
1988

osborn paul gardiner the test of english as a foreign language
sample test as a measure ofadolescent language ability masters
thesis brigham young university 1988

pagan eduardo razing arizona the clash in the church over evan
mecham sunstone 12 march 1988 15 2211

pearson carol lynn one on the seesaw the ups and downs okaofaof a single
parent family new york random house 1988

peck elbert eugene to talk of all thy truths sunstone 12 novem-
ber 1988 6

peterson colleen margaret couple cohesion differences between
clinical and nonclinicalnon clinical mormon couples masters thesis
brigham young university 1988

peterson gary and lowell bennion sanpete scenes A guide to utahs
heart eureka utah basin plateau press 1988

pittman joe F and sally A lloyd quality of family life social
support and stress journal of marriageofmarriage and the family 50 febru-
ary 1988 53 67

quiring john mormon christianity A critical appreciation dialogue
21 autumn 1988 151 57

rees robert A every soul has its south africa sunstone 12 novem-
ber 1988 18 20
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rendell kenneth W latter day taints the mark hofmann case
manuscripts 40 winter 1988 5 14

rogers annette sorensen who Is my brother this people 9 winter
1988261988 26 30

scadron arlene ontheir own widows and widowhood in the american
southwest 1848 1939 urbana university of illinois press 1988

schumacher mary catherine and ken R smith diabetes in utah among
adults interaction between diabetes and other risk factors for
microvascularMicrovascular and macrovascularMacrovascular complications american jour-
nal of public health 78 september 1988 1195 1201120ito1

shelton ken presents of mind this people 9 spring 1988 28 35
shootout sentences christian century 105 28 septemberl988 834

sillitoe linda and alienallenailen D roberts pt 1 salamander the story of the
mormonmonnon forgery murders utah holiday 17 february 1988
22 375937 59
pt 2 salamander this case Is made in the shade utah holiday
17 march 1988 34 46
salamander story of the mormon forgery murders salt lake city
signature books 1988

swinton heidi without regard for race this people 9 summer
1988181988 18 23

taylor jeanine issues of fertility in utah salt lake city utah state
office of planning and budget 1988

thomas darwin L ed the religion and family connection social
science perspectives provo religious studies center brigham
young university 1988

timmins david growing pains in mexico sunstone 12 november
1988441988 44 45

toscano paul beyond tyranny beyond arrogance dialogue 21
spring 1988 58 68

vemonvernon julia S the tie that binds liberty 84 january february
1988 2 3

waldholz michael the mormonscormonsMormons genetic legacy university of utah
study shows heredity key factor in colon cancer saturday evening
post 260 november 1988 52 54

ward maureen leaving them out this people 9 spring 1988
20 26

where the mormonscormons are this people 9 spring 1988 32 33
white george lovelle jr evaluation of suicidal risk factors in

suburbanurbanSuburban Urban utah teenagers phd diss university of utah
1987

whitehurst james Ssheddinghedding new light on mormon beliefs christian
century 5 october 1988 860 61

widmar siegfried letter to houston chronicle in response to their
lebaron story el paso tex S J widmar 1988

wilkins R rising star at the twirling tomato L lofquists mission to
the mormonscormons at roy bible church utah christianity today 32
21 october 1988 12 13
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winski joe musics bitter refrain advertising age 49 7 november
1988 38

woodworth warnerwamer steel busting in the west USX corporation
social policy 18 winter 1988 53 56

world conference christian century 105 18 may 1988 498
worster donald interview expanding our moral vision beyond the

human community sunstone 12 september 1988 30 34
wright randal A families in danger protecting your family in an X

ratedworld salt lake city deseret book co 1988
zindler frank R how do you lose a steel mill american atheist

31 january 1988.1988 27 3311

DOCTRINAL

alexander thomas G new testament christianity and the book of
mormon sunstone 12 july 1988 6 7

anderson richard lloyd the first presidency of the early church
their lives and epistles ensign 18 august 1988 16 21

asay carlos E the companionship of the holy ghost ensign 18

april 1988 14 17

bailey david H scientific foundations of mormon theology
dialogue 21 summer 1988 61 80

ballard M russell keep the commandments beginning right
now brigham young university devotional and fireside speeches
1987 88 1 10 provo university publications 1988

benson ezrataftEzra Taft the bookofbookoffbook ofmormon Is the wordofhordofword ofgod ensign 18

january 1988 2 5

in his steps ensign 18 september 1988 2 6
jesus christ gifts and expectations ensign 18 december 1988

2 6
the law of chastity brigham young university devotional and

fireside speeches 1987 884988 49 54 provo university publications
1988
the teachings ofezraof ezra taft benson salt lake city bookcraft 1988
A witnesswitnessandaandaand awarningwarningawarningsWarningAA modern day prophet testifies ofthebookof the book
of mormon salt lake city deseret book co 1988

brown S kent whither the early church ensign 18 october 1988
6 10

burton theodore M the meaning of repentance ensign 18 august
1988 6 9

charles melodie moench the need for a new mormon heaven
dialogue 21 autumn 1988 73 87

cheesman paul R ed the book ofmormonof mormon the keystone scripture salt
lake city bookcraft 1988

christenson alienallenailen J chiasmus in mayan texts ensign 18 october
1988 28 31

cook gene R the grace of the lord new era 18 december 1988
4 7
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curtis delbert W the land of the nephitesNep hites american fork utah
privately printed 1988

elliott dorice williams cultural dogmas vs universal truths
sunstone 12 may 1988 31 32

fischer wilford A and norma J fischer A book of mormon guide A

simple way to teach a friend npap 1988
fletcher lyle L pronouns ofaddress in the book of mormon masters

thesis brigham young university 1988
frerichs ernest S the bible and bibles in america atlanta scholars

press 1988
gileadi avraham the book ofisaiahof isaiah a new translation with interpre-

tive keysfromkeysfrom the bookofmormonof mormon salt lake city deseret book co
1988

griggs C wilfred the tree of life in ancient cultures ensign 18

june 1988 26 3311

gustavson mark S scriptural horror and the divine willwi dialogue 21

spring 1988 70 83
hager daryle the good news combined concordance of the inspired

version and the king james version new testaments valley center
kans privately printed 1988
the good news concordance of the book of mormon and doctrine
and covenants valley center kans privately printed 1988

haight david B remembering the saviors atonement ensign 18

april 1988 6 13

the streams of your life brigham young university devo-
tional and fireside speeches 1987 88 55 63 provo university
publications 1988

harrell charles R the development of the doctrine of preexistenceexistencePre
1830 18441 s44byuBYU studies 28 spring 1988 75 96

hauck F richard deciphering the geography of the book of mormon
salt lake city deseret book co 1988

hinckley gordon bitner the father son and holy ghost salt lake
city bookcraft 1988

hobby michael A geologist looks at catastrophism part 111IIIlii
zarahemlaZarahemla quarterly 2 january 1988 15 33

the gulfguifgulfofurabaof urabaaraba colombia the place where the sea divides the
land zarahemlaZarahemla quarterly 2 july 1988 22 27

the mulekiteMulekite connection zarahemlaZarahemla quarterly 2 january 1988
34346466
mystery of the frozen mammothsMammoths zarahemlaZarahemla quarterly 2 april

1988 23 29
hobby michael and troy smith A model for nephite geography

zarehemlaZarehemla quarterly 2 january 1988 4 14

the narrow necks of panama zarahemlaZarahemla quarterlyquarterly112 july 1988
4 21

holland jeffrey R of souls symbols and sacraments brigham
young university devotional and fireside speeches 1987 88
73 85 provo university publications 1988
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hutchinson anthony A A mormon midrash LDS creation narratives
reconsidered dialogue 21 winter 1988 11 74

jackson kent P ed alma 30 to moroni studies in scripture 8 salt lake
city deseret book co 1988

jones morley since long long ago murray utah privately printed
1988

ludlow daniel H ed latter day prophets speak selectionsfromselections from the
sermons and writings of the presidents of the church ofjesusof jesus christ
of latter day saints salt lake city bookcraft 1988

mcconkie joseph fielding prophets and prophecy salt lake city
bookcraft 1988

mcconkie joseph fielding and robert L millet doctrinal commentary
on the book of mormon vol 22. jacob through mosiah salt lake
city bookcraft 1988

mcdannell colleen and bernhard lang heaven A history new haven
conn yale university press 1988

meservy keith jerusalem at the time ofoflehilehilehl and jeremiah ensign 18

january 1988 22 25
millet robert L the plates of brass a witness of christ ensign 18

january 1988 26 29
millet robert L and joseph fielding mcconkie in his holy name salt

lake city bookcraft 1988
monson thomas S can there any good thing come out of

nazareth ensign 18 october 1988 2 5
moody raymond A the light beyond new york bantam books

1988
mulholland david H A reading guide to the doctrine and covenants

salt lake city deseret book co 1988
nelson lee beyond the veil orem utah cedar fort 1988
nelson russell M the magnificence of man ensign 18 january

1988641988 64 69
new developments in book ofmormon research ensign 18 february

1988 12 17
nibley hugh an approach to the book of mormon salt lake city

deseret book co 1988
last call sunstone 12 january 1988 14 25

lehi in thedesertthe desert the world oftheodtheof the jareditesJaredites reprint salt lake city
deseret book co 1988

norman keith adams navel dialogue 21 summer 1988 81 97
nyman monte S the book of mormon first nephi the doctrinal

foundation salt lake city bookcraft 1988
oaks dallin H free agency and freedom brigham young university

devotional and fireside speeches 1987 88883737 48 provo univer-
sity publications 1988

pace george W our search to know the lord salt lake city deseret
book co 1988

peck david D mormonism and eastern mysticism dialogue 21
summer 1988 113 26
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perry L tom truth and liberty brigham young university devo-
tional and fireside speeches 1987 88 27 36 provo university
publications 1988

peterson daniel C and stephen D ricks comparing LDS beliefs with
first century christianity ensign 18 march 1988 6 11

read lenet hadley elijah and elisha foreshadowingshadowingFore the latter day
work ensign 18 march 1988 24 28

richardson alienallenailen the modern mormon dilemma an answer to
the fundamentalist dilemma bluffdaleBluffdale utah star of truth
1988

riddle chauncey C what a privilege to believe sunstone 12 may
1988 8 11

rogers thomas F the gospel of john as literature BYU studies 28
summer 1988 67 80

rudd glen L keeping the gospel simple brigham young university
devotional and fireside speeches 1987 88 97 106 provo
university publications 1988

rust richard dilworth 1 I know your doing the book of mormon
speaks to our times ensign 18 december 1988 14 19

scharffs gilbert W unique insights on christ from the book of
mormon ensign 18 december 1988 8 12

shields steven L latter day saint churches and their beliefs indepen-
dence mo herald publishing house 1988

smith joseph lectures on faith seven lectures used in the school of
prophets at kirtland independence mo price publishing com-
panypany19881988

sorensen michele R thethejourneyjourneytourney beyondlifebeyond life volume one orem utah
family affair 1988

thompson john E capital punishment and blood atonement the
development of a mormon idea restoration the journal oflatterof latter
day saint history 17 january 1988 5 13

top brent L the life before salt lake city bookcraft 1988
toscano margaret beyond matriarchy beyond patriarchy dialogue

21 spring 1988 32 57
watson elden J the creation story in fun and games salt lake city

watson publishing 1988
welch john W study faith and the book of mormon BYU today 42

september 1988 18 24
study faith and the book of mormon brigham young university

devotional and fireside speeches 1987 88 139 50 provo
university publications 1988

whiting gary R the book ofmormonof mormon Is christian A study odtheoftheof the major
christian doctrines comparing the bible and book of mormon
wichita kans zions outpost 1988

zobell stephen dane methe book of mormon and healing AMCAP
journal 14 1988 31 36
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historical

alexander thomas G the forest service and the LDS church in the mid
twentieth century utah national forests as a test case ogden
utah weber state college press 1988
the rise of multiple use management in the intermountain west A

history of region 4 of the forest service washington DC US
dept of agriculture forest service 1988

alston ray L grandfathers leroy holt tales of johnstoJohnstonsns army and
others pioneer 35 january february 1988 22

anderson william claude the new guide book to mormon historyforhistory for
family travel american fork utah guide book to mormon
history 1988

arrington leonard christmas Is memories this people 9 winter
1988201988 20 24
missionary at west point brigham youngs I1lithI1 th son served his

nation well this people 9 fall 1988 13 15

surprising lines from an autograph book this people 9 spring
1988 15 16

aylesworth T G the west new york chelsea house 1988
bailey lynn R old reliable A history of bingham canyon utah

tucson ariz Westernwestemlorewesternlorelore press 1988
barber lanian G the ecclesiastical position of women in two mormon

trajectories journal of mormon history 14 1988 63 79
barnett steve US army explorers of the american west 1803 1861186L

manuscripts 40 fall 1988 269 90
bartschi darel P the joseph smith memorial A 1905 tribute to the

prophet and his work ensign 18 february 1988 7 10

bastian lewis M the intents of schooling in western culture and its
primary antecedents an annotated bibliography with findings
phd diss brigham young university 1988

baugh alexander L the mormonscormons in twentieth century great britain
A secondary source essay paper for sources and problems in
twentieth century europe since 1914 history 554 brigham young
university 1988

bennett richard E canada from struggling seed the church has risen
to branching ensign 18 september 1988 30 37

bishop M guy morethanmoreMor thaneThan one coal road to zion the utah territorysTerritorys
efforts to ease dependency on wyoming coalcool annals of wyoming
60 spring 1988 8 16
sex roles marriage and childrearing at mormon nauvoo west-

ern illinois regional studies I111I1 fall 1988 30305455
bitton davis and leonard J arrington mormonscormons and their historians

salt lake city university of utah press 1988
boone lalia phipps idaho place names A geographical dictionary

moscow university of idaho press 1988
bowden charles A canyon called paria arizona highways 64

january 1988 12 19
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bradford M gerald theme case for the new mormon history thomas G
alexander and his critics dialogue 21 winter 1988 143 50

buchanan frederick S mormonscormonsMormons meet the mennonites A view from
1884 mennonite quarterly review 62 april 1988 159 66
ed A good time coming mormon letters to scotland salt lake
city university of utah press 1988

buice david chattanoogaschattanoogan southern star mormon window on the
south 1898 1900 BYU studies 28 spring 1988 5 15

A stench in the nostrils of honest men southern democrats and the
edmunds act of 12dialogue188212 dialogue 21 autumn 1988 100 113

bushman richard L the crisis in europe and hugh B browns first
mission presidency dialogue 21 summer 1988 51 59

campbell eugene E establishing zion the mormon church in the
american west 1847 69 salt lake city signature books 1988

campbell harry F hoffman mormon money forgeries historical
aspects salt lake city harry F campbell 1988

cannon donald Q ed regional studies in latter day saint church
history new england provo dept of church history and doctrine
brigham young university 1988

card brigham young the canadian mormon communities in south-
western alberta canada origins persistence and transformation
of an ethnic identity cardstonbardstonCardston alberta npap 1988

cemybemy johni and wendy elliott eds the library A guide to the LDS
family history library salt lake city ancestry publishing 1988

clements louis J madison high school snake river echoes 17

198861988 6 7

couchman donald howard cookes peak pasaron porporaquiaqui masters
thesis new mexico state university 1988

crowder david L ricks college A centennial sketch 1888 1988
snake river echoes 17 1988 24 3311

davis gode frisco the story of utahs gomorrah old west 25
winter 1988 52 55

the ghoul of fremont island true west 35 july 1988
52 53

deseret news 1989 1990 church almanac salt lake city church of
jesus christ of latter day saints 1988

driggs kenneth C the prosecutions begin defining cohabitation in
iss5dialogue1885 dialogue 21 spring 1988 109 25

driggs kenneth david the mormon church state confrontation in
nineteenth century america journal of church and state 30
spring 1988 273 89

edison carol custom made gravestones in early salt lake city the
work of four english stonecarversStonecarvers utah historical quarterly 56
fall 1988 310 30

embry jessie L little berlin swiss saints of the logan tenth ward
utah historical quarterly 56 summer 1988 222 35

esplin ronald K A place prepared in the rockies ensign 18 july
1988 6 13
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the expanded samoan mission history compiled by jennie M hart
john W hart and R carl harris npap privately printed 1988

firmage edwin brown and colin mangrum zion in the courts A legal
history of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints urbana
university of illinois press 1988

florence giles H jr harvesting the light the 1890 paris art mission
ensign 18 october 1988 34341411

gaboury william joseph dissension in the rockies A history of1dahoof idaho
populism new york garland publishing 1988

godfrey kenneth W A new prophet and a new scripture the
coming forth of the book of mormon ensign 18 january 1988
6 13

gottlieb robert A life ovitsof its own the politics and power ofwater san
diego harcourt brace jovanovich 1988

the great unknown the journals of the historic first expedition down
the colorado river compiled and edited by john cooley flagstaff
ariz northland 1988

groesbeck C jess the smiths and their dreams and visions
sunstone 12 march 1988 22 29

hancock joel G strengthened by the storm the coming oftheodtheof the mormonscormons
to markers island NC 1897 1909 morehead city NC campbell
and campbell 1988

hansen lorin voyage of the brooklyn dialogue 21 autumn 1988
47 72

harrison john F C the popular history of early victorian britain
A mormon contribution journal of mormon history 14 1988
3 15

heaston michael D how they went west the adventures of trappers
US army explorers gold rush travelers and the settlers austin
tex privately printed 1988

hill marvin the new mormon history reassessed in light of recent
books dialogue 21 altunautumnautunm 1988 115 27

hinton wayne K utah unusual beginning to unique present
northridge calif windsor publications 1988

holland jeffrey R A school in zion BYU today 42 november 1988
30 39

holmes gail geo the LDS legacy in southwestern iowa ensign 18

august 1988 54 57
homer michael W the judiciary and the common law in utah

territory 1850 661dialogue61L dialogue 21 spring 1988 97 108
huchel frederick M the box elder floeringflouringFlou ring mill utah historical

quarterly 56 winter 1988 75 87
huff kent W joseph smiths united order A non communalistic

interpretation orem utah cedar fort 1988
hughes richard T illusions of innocence protestant primitivism in

america 1630 1875 chicago university of chicago press 1988
jackson richard H great salt lake and great salt lake city american

curiosities utah historical quarterly 56 spring 1988 128128747
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katz suzanne adel sisters in salvation patterns of emotional loneli-
ness among nineteenth century non elite mormon polygamous
women masters thesis california state university 1988

kelly brian K back to hole in the rock new era 18 july 1988
20 27

kimball stanley B historic sites and markers along the mormon and
other great western trails champaign university of illinois press
1988

the nauvoo mission of the methodist episcopal church
1846 1848 western illinois regional studies I111I1 fall 1988
46 54

the kirtland mormonscormonsMormons the temple after half a century the househo se
in which the followers of joseph smith worship the god of
mormonmonnon reprinted from the new york times 25 decemberl887
restoration trail forum 14 march 1988 1 3 20

knuteson knut J the suspension ofplural marriage and the fulfillment
of prophecy doctrine of the priesthood 5 september 1988 1471 47

larson carl V A data base of the mormon battalion an identification
odtheoftheof the original members odtheoftheof the mormon battalion providence utah
K W watkins 1988

larson stan synoptic minutes of a quarterly conference of the twelve
apostles theme clawson and lund diaries of july 9 11 1901
journal of mormon history 14 1988 97 119

launius roger D the awesome responsibility joseph smith III111ili and
the nauvoo experience western illinois regional studies I111I1 fall
1988 55 68

lehr john C polygamy patrimony and prophecy the mormon
colonization of cardstonbardstonCardston dialogue 21 winter 1988 114 2211

leonard glen M recent writing on mormon nauvoo western illinois
regional studies I111I1 fall 1988 69 93

logue larry M A sermon in the desert belief and behavior in early
st george utah urbana university of illinois press 1988

lubick diana clarkdarkoark historic preservation in the rocky mountain west
montana wyoming idaho utah nevada colorado arizona new

mexico phd diss northern arizona university 1987

lund george W the challenge of reconstructing the red brick store
saints heritage 1988 73 87

lyon T edgar jr in praise of babylon church leadership at the 1851
great exhibition in london journal ofmormonof mormon history 14 1988
49 611

mcpherson robert spowart the northern navajo frontier 1860 1900
expansion through adversity utes mormonscormonsMormons paiutesPaiutes trading
posts phd diss brigham young university 1987

madsen brigham D stansburysstansburyyStansburys expedition to the great salt lake
1849 50 utah historical quarterly 56 spring 1988 148 59
ed exploring the great salt lake the stansbury expedition of

1849 50 salt lake city university of utah press 1988

the manti temple provo community press 1988
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matheson alva cedar city reflections id rev ed cedar city southern
utah state college press 1988

may dean L body and soul the record of mormon religious
philanthropy church history 57 september 1988 322 36

mehr kahlilekahlineKahlile the trial of the french mission dialogue 21 autumn
1988 27 45
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ORSON SCOTT CARD seventh son new york TOR 1987
241 ppap 179517.951795 hardback 3953.95395 paperback

red prophet new york TOR 1988 311 ppap 179517.951795 hard-
back 3953.95395 paperback

prentice alvin new york TOR 19893421989.3421989 342 ppap 179517.951795 hard-
back

reviewed by W bryan stout software engineer with martin marietta astronau-
tics group denver colorado

the publication of prentice alvin brings us to the halfway
mark ofoforsonorson scott cards projected six volume series the tales
of alvin maker making a good point to evaluate what he has
accomplished so far I1 consider this to be a landmark work in
contemporary fantasy and in mormon fiction both but before I1 go
into detail let me make a few general comments about fantasy

As tolkien took pains to explain in on fairy stories when
someone reads a story that takes place in an enchanted world he or
she does not experience a willing suspension of disbelief but
rather a secondary belief if the author has done well the reader
can accept the world and its laws on his or her own terms and
believe in the story within that framework this type of literary
belief happens to some extent with all fiction of course but it is an
essential element with fantasy

there are several advantages to stories set in fantastic worlds
one is the sheer delight and marvel of events not possible in the
real world another is the wonderful ideological neutral ground
a secondary world can make I1 can set aside my cosmology as I1

enter and accept a world where wizards cast true spells or rein-
carnation happens or several gods make occasional appearances
and there explore with the author some universal truths about
morality and human nature the elements that make up this other
world may or may not have anything to do with the authors own
cosmology C S lewis populated his world of narnia with talking
animals and creatures from several mythologies and his own
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imagination but used the world as a place to explore basic christian
themes christ himself is a major character in the series in the
form of the lion asianaslan lewis wondered supposing that by
casting all these things into an imaginary world stripping them of
their stained glass and sunday school associations one could make
them for the first time appear in their real potency I1 thought
one could 1

and he did for me after finishing the chronicles farniaoffarniaofof Narnia
among other reactions I1 found myself with a much greater feeling
for christ as a personal physical intimate friend this is one
example ofa principal value tolkien saw in fairy stories recovery

regaining a clear view seeing things as we are or were
meant to see them 2 As lewis said about the lord of the rings
by putting bread gold horse apple or the very roads into a myth

we do not retreat from reality we rediscover it this book
applies the treatment not only to bread or apple but to good and evil
to our endless perils our anguish and ourjoysour joys by dipping them in
myth we see them more clearly 3

in the tales of alvin maker card does the same thing for
mormonism that lewis did for general christianity in namianarnia but
the world of the tales is much closer to our own than namianarnia is this
world is an alternate america in the early 1800s an america with
a slightly different history a world where magic works

the central character of the series is alvin miller junior
and seventh son is the tale of his birth and childhood alvin is a
child with a powerful destiny as witnessed at his birth when the
very elements rise to kill him he survives through the efforts of
his family and a five year old girl named peggy a torch who
can look into peoples souls and see their thoughts memories
and possible futures As alvin grows it becomes apparent both that
he has abilities exceptional even in a world with magic and that he
has an unseen enemy that causes numerous deadly accidents to
happen to him and that entices others to become his enemies as
well

fortunately he also has friends both some other unseen
power that saves him from the accidents and important human
teachers one teacher is an indian who gives alvin visions showing
how not to misuse his power and whom alvin in turn heals
another is taleswapperTaleswapper a wandering storyteller from whom alvin
learnsleams the name of his power he is a maker the first in thousands
of years and the nature of his enemy taleswapperTaleswapper names that
enemy the unmaker a being who wishes to destroy everything
from personal relationships and individual integrity to the very
fabric holding all matter together
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alvin is this alternate worlds analog for joseph smith and
his story is its version of the restoration a momentous time when
god will once more show his hand of power in this world but
card is not content to deal only with mormon themes he uses this
opportunity to recast the forging ofamerica as well the tales of the
founding fathers in this world are different but they are just as
moving and capture their same spirit vision and heroism

an important theme in cards fiction is that true greatness of
character requires concern for all people no matter their gender
nation family language or race red prophet shows that as an
author he practices what he preaches the indian side of the
american experience is the major focus of this volume the first
third of it covers the same time period and some of the same events
as seventh son but from the point of view of the indians and those
who deal with them the story then becomes a complex chessboard
as indian settler and french leaders all try to carry out their
different plans or machinations alvin and his brother measure are
unwillingly caught in this turmoil and become major pieces in this
game they are involved in forces beyond their control but they
have an important part to play and are profoundly changed as the
events build to their inventive magical and disturbing conclu-
sions but one of the most important events in the book happens
halfway through it the prophet of the title shows alvin a vision of
the crystal city the once and future place whose inhabitants live
in harmony with no poor among them

in prentice alvin alvinsalbins development again takes center
stage while the circle of cards concern expands yet again this
time to include the blacks side of american history the story
opens on a plantation where the unmaker appears to the owner and
increases the slaves suffering through dark deeds sure to bear evil
fruit then we see the torch peggy now a young lady hardened by
the burden ofher vision in near despair at the miserable life she sees
before her until providence sends her way someone in desperate
need ofhelp an act that changes the lives of all the characters in the
story

this volume is the story of alvinsalbins apprenticeship as a
blacksmith his growth as an adolescent and his struggle to under-
stand his power and calling in life but it is peggyspeggye story as well
for she like alvin must leave home and learn what she never could
have learned otherwise As she grows in graces and knowledge
alvin grows in frustration at his ignorance and his near slavery
under an unfair master his anger leaves him open to a direct assault
by the unmaker but by mastering himself he gets a revelation
giving him the first inkling of what it means to be a maker and he
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is able to bear his lot with more patience until someone can teach
him what he needs to know

the scenes where alvin comes into a comprehension and
mastery of his power are the most thrilling of the series yet
understandings of the nature of matter energy life human
relationships spiritual rebirth and true creativity are encompassed
in a coherent whole in a way that made me feel as if I1 were at alvinsalbins
side learning with him leaving an excitement that lasted days after
I1 closed the cover but not all is joyfulisjoyful there are loss and rage and
grief as well as the gathering storm clouds of future persecution
the book ends on the dissonant chord of hope and menace

the tales show card in his best form yet with a mastery of
all aspects of writing the most obvious strength is his storytelling
ability last christmas I1 gave the first two volumes to lots of
friends and relatives and the most common remark ive received
is how engaging and enjoyable the stories are card knows how to
pace events raise tension make climaxes that work and create
satisfying conclusions

part of what makes the story important to the reader is the
skillful characterization cards characters are well rounded
people there are heroic and villainous acts and even heroes
and villains but no good guys or bad guys each character has
his or her strengths and weaknesses insights and blind spots the
narrator lets idsirsudsus into each of their minds so we can see the world
through their eyes and even if some of them disgust us we
understand them they talk and think differently from each other
in ways appropriate to their personality and setting we do not see
people in the past with attitudes of the 1980s a weakness of
MASH for example even while a slave childs adoptive
mother fights fiercely for his education she finds it unnatural to
imagine blacks or women voting or holding office the effect of
this care on the authors part is a responsive care by the reader I1
have come to love the people in alvinsalbins tales with an intensity
seldom matched in my reading

the narration is nearly always in the style of speech of the
characters currently focussed on and adapts well to their age
education and culture in fact at certain codas in the story it can be
lyrical even in frontier speech and sometimes breaks into meter
alvinsalbins homecoming in red prophet and peggyspeggye departure in
prentice alvin are scenes of particular beauty

I1 am very impressed with the craft card uses in building the
stories the skill with which he gives natural justifications to events
and makes diverse elements fit together to bring napoleon and
la fayette to canada where their separate schemes would play a
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part in the indian wars to combine seamlessly american history
with book of mormon events to have a modem prophet figure
taught indirectly through a variety of mortal angels an itinerant
william blake a young female seer an indian mystic and his
warrior brother the small son of an african princess and a slave-
owner an archetypal redbird is adroit historical play worthy of
tim powers 4 and although there are many symbolic actions in the
series they are the best kind of symbols the kind that have a good
sensible meaning as themselves before they stand for something
else the symbols are woven into the story with such care that many
of them will be missed on first reading

card also knows how to handle magic the magic of the
different peoples is well researched having a convincing whole-
ness and consistency it is well thought out including the implica-
tions and limitations such powers would have it is well written
bringing the sense of awe and wonder magic should have it appears
safe to guess that part of the inspiration behind the tales was the
interest in the folk magic ofjoseph smiths life and times prompted
by the forged salamander letter perhaps card wanted to give a
fictional justification to this study and show how people could
believe in magic and christianity at the same time perhaps he
simply thought it was a great idea and explored what it would be
like in a world where folk magic beliefs were true whatever the
motivation it works one of the benefits of a fantasy world is that
magic can give a tangible objective reality to the psychological and
spiritual side of life for example the curse on the murderers at
tippy canoe makes the horror of what they did much more hard
hitting this integration of the magical and the spiritual is evident
throughout the series as it is in all great fantasy the magic gives
beauty and expression to the psychological reality while the
psychology gives depth and meaning to the magic

because of all these strengths the tales are an important work
of fantasy but they also add some new and important things to the
genre most fantasy has been based on european mythology norse
or celtic or greek with passing time authors have used other
cultures for their inspiration but card is one of the first to use the
beliefs setting and ideals of pioneer america as his basis this
alone adds a freshness and originality hard to achieve card is not
quite the first to do this however manly wade wellman has
written a series of loosely connected stories about a man named
simply john who wanders around modem appalachia with a
silver stringed guitar sharing and learning folk songs and the
stories behind them and encountering supernatural terrors 5

these stories like cards show a love of rural american life and
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language I1 suspect that taleswapperTaleswapper owes at least as much to john
as he does to william blake be that as it may it is interesting to
note that card like wellman began publishing fantasies based on
folk america after moving to north carolina

cards other major contribution to the fantasy genre is his
explicit use of mormon elements and themes but I1 will consider
this from the viewpoint of mormon fiction

A common fictional approach to mormonism is the historical
novel often set in the nineteenth century card has done this
himself in his novel saintssaints66 by way of contrast a fantasy such as
the tales does not focus so much on mormonismsMormonisms historical
aspects as on its mythical or archetypal ones mormonism has many
ideas that have a profound effect on how we view life some shared
with traditional christianity and some original such as the pre
existence or the literal fatherhood of god

theme primary mormon theme dealt with in the tales is the
restoration but there is scarcely a part of mormon spiritual life
that card does not draw on the bible takes its place openly as part
of alvinsalbins world just as in ours in addition there are borrowings
from church history the book of mormon the doctrine and
covenants priesthood ordinances and the temple part of the joy
of the series is to rediscover LDS themes powerfully presented in
new trappings

but do not think the tales are simply a tract or a hidden object
puzzle to read them as such would be a disservice to the books and
reader both they are principally storiesstones intended for a general
audience so the reader should simply lose him or herself in the
events and characters and let them teach and move in the way that
only stories can one alert LDS couple to whom I1 gave the books
confessed with some embarrassment that they completely missed
the mormon elements but also said they didnt regret it for they
thoroughly enjoyed the stories in their own right the series amply
rewards rereading and items missed the first time through can be
picked up later

another reason not to read the series as a puzzle is that such
a reading might look only for the images and not the substance of
mormonism card has always despised this superficial approach 7

and he does not fall for it himself but rather makes the mormon
borrowings come alive both symbolically and factually in alvinsalbins
world for example one of the themes from the temple that he
develops is the way satan operates the unmaker is frighteningly
subtle he appears to chosen men claiming to be the answer to their
prayers he deceives without lying saying things that are factually
true with one or two exceptions but stated in a way to be
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misinterpreted worst of all he structures his temptations to appeal
to the targets noble and base desires at the same time so in a
perverse way they feel whole while carrying out his wishes

the work alvin has to do is not to restore a pure form of
christianity though it is clear that the christian church ofofalvinsalvinsofAlalbinsvins
world has been tainted in fact I1 suspect that those who think
mormonism teaches that all christian ministers and even believers
are corrupt dupes of the devil an interpretation I1 have never been
taught nor believed may think card is saying that himself if they
read carelessly and miss the many quiet ways in which christianity
is a force of power in the world of the tales

no alvinsalbins job as maker is not to reform the christian
church but to build the crystal city the series may or may not deal
directly with the theme of expiatory redemption but it does deal
with why we are redeemed so that by being cleansed and purified
we may live in perfect harmony with one another and achieve our
godlike potential besides the theme of the restoration these two
themes ofofzionzion and the divine work of creation are at the center of
the tales and this is one of cards most important insights in
alvinsalbins world creation and unity are inseparable makers and the
crystal city must go together just as the unmaker wishes to tear
everything apart the job of the maker is to help bind things
together whether particles or people rereading the first two
volumes after finishing the third shows that this twin theme was
quietly expressed many times and also lay behind memorable
events such as ben franklins one true making the ascension of
eight face mound and the weaving at beccasbaccas loom

halfwayhalf way through the series alvin now has a basic under-
standing of what his job is and how to do it what will come next
one can only speculate on details but the general trends are clear
spencer W kimball once said

for years I1 have been waiting for someone to dojusticedo justice in recording
in song and story and painting and sculpture the story of the
restoration the reestablishment of the kingdom ofgod on earth the
struggles and frustrations the apostasiesapostasies and inner revolutions and
counter revolutions of those first decades of the persecution
days of the miracle man joseph smith and the great colonizer
and builder brigham young 8

card has already done this directly in saints and is doing it again
indirectly in the tales though there may not be an analog to
brigham young it is certain there will be joy frustration and
persecution I1 am anxious to see how it will actually happen ifcard
finishes the series with the same skill and caring he started it with
the best is yet to come
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each volume of the series so far has ended with alvin back at
his home the crises past the changes made the lessons learned
relishing the peace he finds there this is fitting for by taking us
into alvinsalbins world card has only taken us more fully to our family
our nation our religion our world our home
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FREDERICK STEWART BUCHANAN ed A good time
coming mormon letters to scotland salt lake city university
of utah press 1988 xxiixvii 319 ppap 249524.952495

reviewed by malcolm thorp professor of history at brigham young university

this book appears as volume 4 in the university ofutah press

utah centennial series the letters printed in the present volume
edited by professor fred S buchanan of the university of utah are
a substantial portion 140 out of 180 of a collection discovered in
the home of james macneil in ayr scotland in 1964 and are now
available at the university of st andrews they represent letters
written to the macneil family from friends and relatives in
england scotland the united states australia canada and
burma professor buchanan has carefully edited those letters that
were written by mormon emigrants in america from 1853 to 1904

As we leamlearn from buchanansbuchanannBuchanans helpful introduction the
macneil family that appear in these letters resulted from the
marriage in 1847 of david macneil a young miner to ann beaton
boggie thompson a widow eighteen years his senior shortly after
their marriage the couple joined the LDS church at airdrie
lanarkshire in addition to five stepchildrenstep children john thompson the
eldest is the most important here as he was to emigrate to america
in 1856 the family soon expanded with the births of five children
john bomborn in 1847 and james bom 1855 were to become utah

settlers in the early 1870s david macneil had started life in
prosperous circumstances only to see his prospects disappear
following the deaths of his parents forced by pecuniary want into
the iron mines david and his large family appear to have led a
marginal existence thus the sons followed their father into the
mines at early ages john thompson was at least fourteen

buchanan lays no claim that these letters are representative of
the thousands of letters that must have been written in the nine-
teenth century yet few such letters have survived for example a
search of the extensive archival files of the national registry of
archives in london reveals the existence of only a few comparable
monmormonmonnonnon letter collections and these collections are far less exten-
sive and less insightful than the macneil correspondence the
letters are especially valuable for the personal reflections on
conditions in utah by both faithful saints and those who became
disenchanted

according to buchanan these particular communications
tend to defy common stereotypes that have portrayed all monmormonscormonsnons
as alike in their responses to their church their environment or
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even to their kith and kin xiv these are not faith promoting
xv letters of unwavering devotion to the church they also reflect

a perception of mormonsimMormonsim as al a humbug 70 john macneil
complained that a 11 they preach about hear is water ditches field
fences canyon roads cooperative stores & such like things
105 6 both john and his brother james witnessed much lying

deceit drinking swearing and ill education in mormon society
although they also remarked that fornication was less prevalent in
zion than in the old country polygamy also appears as an issue
being passionately defended by john marshall a family friend
who nevertheless admitted that the practice has been grossly
taken advantage of by damned mean curses 120 however
john macneil appears to have been disillusioned by this practice
see 182 and he wrote that there were more people in utah who did

not believe in polygamy than who did whereas john became
disaffected there is a great deal of hokeypokey about it 1791179
and eventually completely rejected mormonism james was able to
see goodness beyond human frailties and remained a faithful saint
to the end of his life

the letters to the MacmacnelisNeils represent the experience of
common people who did not prosper yet who were always antici-
pating a good time coming in the future death and tragedy are
major themes of the five macneil family members and friends
who wrote back to scotland four met untimely deaths three of
these in the prime of life only john marshall lived to see a good
time coming in utah marshall an ironworker was involved in a
smeltingsmellingsmelting furnace in salt lake city that brought him considerable
success on the other hand james brady a young irishman who
knew the MacmacnelisNeils in the airdrie LDS branch and went to utah in
1853 was killed in a rock slide at a quarry in red butte canyon in
august 1854 john thompson left for zion as a zealous convert in
1856 but never made it to utah after serving in the american civil
war thompson eventually settled in illinois plying the precarious
trade of a coal miner and joining the reorganized LDS movement
thompson wrote in january 1874 as regards to our prosperetyprosperityProsperety in
woreldeyworeldey things we have not increased much 169 in 1875 he
was killed from a fall in a coal mine john macneil followed the call
to zion in 1870 the most frequent writer in this volume he often
saw prosperity on the horizon but never attained it he too ended
life a victim of accident dying in 1903 in a cave in at a park city
utah mine james macneil followed his elder brother to utah in
1873 after suffering various ups and more frequent downs as a
miner james ventured into the arizona territory in 18811881 where he
prospered briefly as a teamster and farmer but in 1884 he drowned
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while trying to cross the swollen gila river one can only conclude
that there is an element of pathos in these experiences and this is
reinforced when we learnleam that five out of the ten children of john
macneil preceded their father to early graves

although the promise of material prosperity in zion proved
illusory the letters reflect freedom from what the emigrants con-
strued to be economic oppression in britain james brady believed
scotland to be a land oftyrinyoftyrinytyrina 6611 john macneil wrote laying
mormonism aside this is a better country for A poor man than the
old country ten times over 92 the impression here is that
conditions in the mining industry were far superior to those they
had encountered in scotland with higher wages and less arduous
work demands according to john macneil 1I have got some life
and energy in me here which seemed to be dead in me there
scotland after A days work 142 utah however had its draw-

backs it is a hard life a miner has in this country you may get
pretty constant work for a few months but you pay six or seven
dollars for board here then lay idle for a few months no not idle
but travelling about sometimes with a roll of blankets on your back
sometimes without and all the time paying away money for rail-
road 163 competition with lower paid chinese laborers strike-
breaking initiatives by bosses and economic recessions made
mining a precarious trade coping with these reverses as well as the
grinding physical demands eventually wore heavily on john
macneil he came to conclude this mining in this country is to
rough a life for A man to stand long no matter how stout he is
it is beginning to wear me old 218

buchanan has fulfilled his editorial task in an admirable
fashion his frequent footnotes reveal extensive reading of primary
and secondary sources that allows him to illuminate the context of
the letters he also adroitly leads his readers through the labyrinth
of colloquialisms and paleographical mazes making these letters
enjoyable to read but some niggling points need mentioning
buchanan states that john macneil became an agnostic although
there is no evidence for this it would be more plausible to argue
that macneil had drifted into infidelity a pattern of rejection of
organized christianity that he was no doubt familiar with from his
scottish experience the book is generally free from typographical
errors and other such stylistic gremlinsgremlinggrem lins one exception being the
improper spelling of thorpe on pages 12 13 butgut these minor
points should not distract the reader from the significance of the
letters or detract from buchanansbuchanannBuchanans achievement as editor
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EDWIN BROWN FIRMAGE and RICHARD COLLIN
MANGRUM zion in the courts A legal history of the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints 1830 1900 urbana and
chicago university of illinois press 1988 xvii 430 ppap 275027.502750

reviewed by thomas G alexander professor of history and director of the
charles redd center for western studies at brigham young university

zion in the courts draws together under one cover the long
history of both latter day saint ecclesiastical courts and relations
of mormonscormons with the tribunals of the land the authors begin their
narrative by discussing mormon attitudes toward the constitution
and civil courts then they move to the operation of the ecclesias-
tical court system in the east and midwest they follow this
narrative with a second part that considers the relationship between
the latter day saints and the territorial court system in utah the
third section deals with the operation of the church court system
in the mountain west not only the great basin as suggested by
the title part III111ili the ecclesiastical court system in the great
basin

that said it is clear that the most valuable and original
contribution of this volume comes in part 3 which draws on records
of ecclesiastical court decisions housed in the LDS church
archives and heretofore unavailable for serious scholarly research
the theoretical underpinning of the operation of the church courts
discussed in this section is already well known contrary to the
statement of the authors 263 many scholars who have written on
the subject have recognized that the latter day saint courts gener-
ally assumed jurisdiction over civil matters within the community
and that they imposed sanctions on members who ignored that
jurisdiction both mark leone in the roots of modern mormon-
ism which discusses a wide range of cases in nineteenth century
arizona and my discussion in mormonism in transition which
considers the changes that took place in the early twentieth century
were written on the assumption that adjudication of what we would
consider civil matters before church courts was mandatory for
church members in the nineteenth century

nevertheless firmage and mangramMangrarn go beyond such previ-
ous treatments to provide an excellent discussion of the broad range
of matters adjudicated in church courts and the sorts ofjudgments
rendered moreover the authors correct a misperception found in
leones work that the church courts did not consider precedent or
apply standards except inspiration by a careful consideration of a
large number of cases firmage and mangrumMangrurn demonstrate that in
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addition to inspiration church courts relied on custom scripture
and instructions from ecclesiastical leaders in arriving at decisions
moreover as the authors indicate in dealing with land disputes
beneficial use prior occupancy and community harmony not

legal rights were the guiding principles 313 similar doctrines of
equity community benefit and reconciliation were applied in
water marital contract and other disputes

if part 3 provides the reader with considerable insight by
citing examples from nineteenth century church court records the
principal value ofparts I11 and 2 of the book is to bring together under
one cover a summary of information already found in a broad range
of published secondary and primary sources except for an update
on the issue of free exercise the authors have reported in these
sections virtually nothing that is not well known to those who have
read such works as B H robertss edition of the seven volume
history of the church and his six volume comprehensive history
of the church and orson F whitneyswhitneytWhitneys history of utah

in many ways the least satisfactory section of the book is the
discussion of the treatment of polygamists by the federal courts
during the late nineteenth century there is little question as the
authors rightly point out that the utah federal courts exceeded
their authority and in a number of cases for example clinton
v englebrecht in re snow the united states supreme court
overruled the territorial judiciarysjudici arys extraordinary zeal nevert-
helessth the authors would have served their readers better by
building an argument from an understanding ofnineteenth century
court practice and of the cultural attitudes of nineteenth century
americans rather than by applying current norms citing present
rules of evidence for instance the authors conclude that in
loosening the rules of evidence to serve congresss policy of
ensuring the punishment of polygamy the courts undermined the
elemental bases of judicial procedure and due process of law

193 before judging the nineteenth century jurists by present
standards the authors should have determined whether those
same standards generally applied in the period rulings of the
united states supreme court cited in the text would lead to the
conclusion that nineteenth century jurists believed they did not
the authors are definitely correct in believing that the federal
courts often went to absurd lengths to convict mormonscormonsMormons nevert-
helessth it is not true that they did not offer any standards or that
utah courts continued to find the polygamists efforts to terminate

their unlawful relationships inadequate and continued to refuse at
times almost gleefully to specify what conduct would be lawful

176
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had the authors consulted the discussion of the 1889 william
B bennett case in my article charles S zane apostle of the new
era utah historical quarterly 34 fall 1966 290 314 they
would have found that the utah territorial third district court under
chief justice zane set a definite standard in such cases in ruling
bennett elegibleeligibleelegible to vote in territorial elections zane ruled that
parties could secure a church divorce for time and remain married
for eternity and thus meet the standard required under the edmunds
act thus as long as parties did not comport themselves as though
they were married polygamously for time they could continue to
function as normal citizens in society

the main problem with the discussion of the attempt of the
federal government to eradicate polygamy is that it is written from
a good guys the mormonscormonsMormons vs bad guys the federal govern-
ment perspective the actions of federal officials such as judge
zane and a number of others after president wilford woodruff
issued the manifesto in 1890 demonstrate that the federal govern-
ment was not nakedly attacking a religious institution and
imposing civil punishments on an entire group of people solely
for their religious beliefs 202 As the court ruled in the
reynolds case the antipolygamy statutes punished actions not
beliefs after the church leadership agreed to give up its practice
of polygamy domination of the economy and unitary political
practices members were free to believe what they wished as long
as they did not continue practices such as polygamy that were
considered by the majority of americans as subversive of good
order

though one can push the argument too far it is possible to see
the edmunds and edmunds tucker acts as analogous to the recently
enacted racketeer influenced and corrupt organizations RICO
act in the opinion of a majority of americans in the late nineteenth
century polygamy and the organization that supported it posed
every bit as great a threat to the american home as illicit drugs do
today like the morrill edmunds and edmunds tucker acts the
RICO act was designed to break up what most americans then
perceived as a criminal conspiracy by attacking its leadership and
property after the leadership agreed to give up the practices the
majority of americans found illegitimate and subversive of good
order the laws allowed the church and its members to operate
without fear of legal sanctions

beyond this difficulty a major problem with the book is the
lack ofdepth ofresearch in collateral works on mormon history that
should have underpinnedunderpinnerunderpinned the study for example the authors
assert
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from an external perspective there is little evidence to suggest that
the mormon hierarchy aspired to political domination over nonmem
bers akin to the religious domination exercised over members even
if the saints had established substantial political independence in
deseret either with early statehood or actual independence the
council of fifty likely would have preserved substantial separation
of church and state

for this statement the authors cite klaus hansens quest for
empire 1967 more recent studies by michael quinn and others
for example the council of fifty and its members 1844 to

1945 BYU studies 20 fall 1979 163 97 demonstrate that the
inclusion ofgentiles in the membership of the council of fifty was
largely early window dressing and that by the utah period its
membership was exclusively mormon moreover in order to
accept such an interpretation one would have completely to disre-
gard statements from an external perspective by otherwise
experienced local non mormon observers such as charles S zane
robert N baskin and jacob S boreman who themselves suffered
under political disabilities because they were non mormonscormons

moreover the failure to read more widely introduced some
errors of fact into the book the authors state for instance that
william marks sidney rigdon and james J strang united with
joseph smith 111IIIill in 1859 to form the reorganized church of jesus
christ of latter day saints 46 in fact rigdon and strang formed
their own organizations and were not members of the reorganized
church they also date zions camp in 1831 instead of 1834 53
they place doctor philastusphilistusPhil astus hurlbutshurlbuttHurlbuts first name in quotation
marks 30 3311 doctor was his given name

in spite of these lapses and the difficulty created by writing
part 2 from a partisan point of view I1 would unqualifiedly recom-
mend the book the first section brings together in a readily usable
form a general discussion of church courts in ohio missouri and
blinDlinbilnillinoisoisols in spite of the antifederal bias the section on the relations
with the federal judiciary provides a good summary of the various
cases and updates the reynolds decision by citing more recent
cases dealing with free exercise of religion most important part 3

is an absolutely superb discussion of nineteenth century church
court procedure and practice this section will prove indispensable
for those trying to understand the nineteenth century church
judicial system and for scholars who need a basis for comparative
work on intervening and current practices



in london on sunday

kensington palace looked like versailles
we fed the birds laughed talked
tourist talk of charles and di
fresh from church at hyde parkpayk ward
we glowed with brotherhood
outside the gate my friends and I1
chatted with a cockney selling flake
accent rich as his ice cream
who spotted us for mormonscormonsMormons
it was sabbath we didnt bu-
ya grimy gap toothed woman
clutching a baby approached me
said something I1 couldnt
understand I1 shook my head
she asked again please can ye
spare a dollar to feed the baby
I1 said I1 hadnt brought money
tucked inside my blouse hanging
on a ribbon like a noose
five pound coins weighed fifty
but wait I1 said too late

karen todd

karen todd is a part time faculty member in english at brigham young university
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